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ABSTRACT

The Quartet’s Death:
Embodiment, Performativity, and Physicality in Heinz Holliger’s 1973 String Quartet
by
Vicente Alexim

Advisor: Joseph Straus

Throughout the twentieth century and continuing today, many composers have explored and
expanded the ways in which performers are asked to interact with their musical instruments. Often
referred to as “extended techniques,” these modes of playing frequently produce sounds of indefinite
pitch, or which fall outside equal temperament, and the works that employ them rely on the physicality of
these techniques in order to create additional layers of meaning. The concrete parameters involved in
making use of such resources can sometimes take precedence over or drive other more abstract
compositional materials such as precise pitch and rhythm, but their influence over the musical fabric is not
immediately apparent from the score alone. In fact, music that makes extensive use of these techniques
can only be fully appreciated in performance, where the embodied nature of such alternative ways of
interacting with musical instruments is brought to the foreground together with the unusual sounds they
produce.
Our traditional analytical tools, however, evolved to explain that which goes on in musical scores,
reliable documents from which verifiable knowledge can be extracted. They rely on abstract systems of
organization of precise parameters such as pitch and rhythm and are often insufficient to make sense of
the concrete, sometimes imprecise musical structures that can be found in many recent works. Numerous
authors, such as Judy Lochhead, Carolyn Abbate, and Nicholas Cook, have both called attention to these
shortcomings and suggested avenues for the investigation of musical works that do not lend themselves
to traditional analysis.
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The present dissertation seeks to contribute to this discussion with an analysis of Heinz Holliger’s
1973 String Quartet. It is, in essence, a score analysis, but one that puts the physicality of performance
front and center. Holliger’s Quartet is fundamentally about physical transformations and interactions:
progressions of bow position, changes in finger pressure, different degrees of bow pressure, imitation
between players, sounds obtained from the wooden body of the instruments, and, especially, changing
the instruments’ physical state by repeatedly tuning down their strings, to the point of depleting their string
tension almost entirely. As this precious potential energy is drained out of the instruments, the physical
demands on the players themselves also take their toll, and, at the end of the work, Holliger combines the
airy noise of bowing on tensionless strings with the performers’ own exhausted breathing to stage the
death of the string quartet.
My analysis investigates Holliger’s String Quartet as a work to be played by people of flesh and
bone with instruments made of wood and metal. It discusses how the composer understands the
instruments as physical objects and turns their physicality into compositional material to be manipulated,
it describes the transformations of playing technique that gradually break apart the traditional manner of
performing on string instruments, it observes how Holliger leverages the individuality of the performers as
creative collaborators who can interact in different ways, and it demonstrates how he brings together the
physicality and physiology of the performing forces to stage a dying organism.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The many new ways of interacting with musical instruments that performers and composers have
incorporated into the color palette available for music making over the last century, often referred to as
extended techniques, have presented us with new avenues for understanding the instrumentations we
listen to and the music that makes use of them. In the common practice repertory, the performing
traditions pertaining to every instrument normally share the same priorities: achieving clarity of tone and
pitch. This establishes a sort of lingua franca, allowing instruments of contrasting physical natures and
different cultural origins to come together and perform the same repertory. Moreover, it makes it so
musical works can be realized by different instrumentations without losing their identity: despite the
fundamental differences, we recognize a piece of music as one and the same whether we hear it
performed by a single pianist or a symphony orchestra because its essential elements—harmony,
melody, and rhythm—carry over from one instrumentation to another.
The development and sedimentation of extended techniques that took place in the twentieth
century and continues today challenges the commonality of this universal language. By bringing to the
foreground sounds that are unique to a certain instrument, many of which being traditionally considered
undesirable or brushed off as technical flaws, we emphasize its individuality. Throughout the second half
of the twentieth century, the use of these sounds as central musical elements was established as a
compositional strand probably best exemplified by the music of Helmut Lachenmann. Works like
Lachenmann’s call the listener’s attention to the physicality of performance, to the unique qualities of
musical instruments as physical objects, and to the many corporeal ways in which performers can interact
with their instruments. Additionally, the compositional choices that are made around these playing
techniques can take precedence or drive other parameters such as pitch and rhythm.
Traditional analytical tools, however, rely heavily on musical structures primarily based on precise
pitch and rhythm, and therefore are often challenged by some of these more recent works. Judy
Lochhead calls for a renovation of our analytical framework in order to better make sense of recent music,
arguing that current analytical and theoretical principles stem from the rationalistic post-war musical
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tradition and can be insufficient to explain or conceptualize recently created music.1 She says that
analytical efforts should be individualized for each piece in order to make sense of it in its own terms, and
provides us with exemplary analysis of works by Sofia Gubaidulina, Kaija Saariaho, Stacy Garrop, and
Anna Clyne, in which she calls the reader’s attention to timbral relationships and formal constructions
particular to each case.
Part of the reason why these recent works pose such a challenge to musical analysis is a
traditional disregard to performance in favor of musical scores. As written documents, scores lend
themselves more readily to academic discussion compared to ephemeral live performances, but they can
also fail to present a complete picture of a given work. Not only that, but traditional score analysis relies
on precise pitch and rhythm, often ignoring aspects of the score that do not offer the precision in which
our analytical tools rely—such as dynamics, articulation, and, especially, timbre—despite their importance
in performance and the effort that they require from instrumentalists.
In “Music: Drastic or Gnostic?”, Carolyn Abbate voices her concern that musicology has
traditionally ignored the role of performance in western art music. She contends that “it is in the
irreversible experience of playing, singing, or listening that any meanings summoned by music come into
being.”2 She argues that musical performances have the ability to move and to involve us in an
unmediated manner, to an extent that cannot be captured by looking at musical scores. These written
documents, Abbate says, are nothing more than imperfect representations of what music is, like enduring
residues of a phenomenon that takes place in time. The difficulty in referring to and studying
performance, a drastic and ephemeral activity, together with traditional academic preference towards
written works from which defensible, objective knowledge can be extracted, has driven musicologists to
bypass performed music in favor of its notated form.
Nicholas Cook puts forth similar ideas. His book Beyond the Score: Music as Performance shares
Abbate’s starting point: that musical meaning is not simply hidden in the notated form of a given work

Judith Irene Lochhead, Reconceiving Structure in Contemporary Music: New Tools in Music Theory and
Analysis, Routledge Studies in Music Theory 2 (New York: Routledge, 2016).
2 Carolyn Abbate, “Music: Drastic or Gnostic?,” Critical Inquiry 30, no. 3 (2004): 505.
1
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waiting to be uncovered, but rather that it is created in performance.3 Cook investigates how meaning is
produced and communicated and proposes several methods for musicologists to study this phenomenon.
Both authors diverge regarding possible analytical approaches towards performance. Abbate discourages
the analysis of scores or recordings, saying that these documents are incapable of producing the same
sensual and psychological effects as actual performances. For her, musical performance—and, by
extension, musical meaning—has an ineffable side that escapes all analytical inquiry. On the other hand,
Cook believes musicologists can and should find ways to study actual performances—making ample use
of audio and video recordings for his investigations himself. It is in “Between Process and Product: Music
and/as Performance,” however, that Cook leaves open a door I intend to go through in this dissertation.
He says, “analyzing music as performance does not necessarily mean analyzing specific performances or
recordings at all.”4 This sentence is used to introduce John Potter’s analysis of Antoine Brumel’s Missa
Victimae Paschali. The voice leading in the musical passage in question creates moments of harmonic
tension and relaxation that suggest certain tempo fluctuations. However, these implied tempo fluctuations
may not match the rhythmic profile of every voice and negotiating these inflections according to the
necessities of each part creates a kind social interaction between the performers. Cook concludes that,
although different performers will realize the points that Potter makes differently, “the points themselves
are scripted in Brumel’s music: that is, they can be recovered from the score provided the analyst has the
requisite knowledge of performance practice.”
While discussing music improvisation and its creative and performative aspects, Philip Alperson
argues that the line between performance and composition is much more blurred than commonly
thought.5 According to him, composers always create a musical performance of some sort in their minds
when composing, acting as performers in some way, while performers must make musical decisions
about the way a piece of music should sound when building their interpretation, an interaction that

Nicholas Cook, Beyond the Score: Music as Performance (Oxford University Press, 2014), 1,
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199357406.001.0001/acprof9780199357406.
4 Nicholas Cook, “Between Process and Product: Music and/as Performance,” Music Theory Online 7, no.
2 (April 1, 2001): 30, http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.01.7.2/mto.01.7.2.cook.html.
5 Philip Alperson, “On Musical Improvisation,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 43, no. 1
(1984): 17–29, https://doi.org/10.2307/430189.
3
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Alperson later calls the “Interdependence Theory.”6 While such generalizing statements can be
problematic—and there have been responses arguing against them7—they leave interesting open
questions for possible discussion: if at least some composers act as performers by enacting their works in
their minds to a certain degree, what consequences might that have in their music? Are there musical
devices that indicate that a composer might have had this sort of preoccupation? Can we find examples
of this kind of anticipation of the performance aspect of a work into the compositional process itself?
In “The Instrumentality of Music,” Alperson discusses the ways in which musical instruments,
beyond mere physical, self-contained objects, are also extensions of the performer’s body and culturally
situated.8 Musical instruments both influence the musician’s decisions and are influenced by them. The
author also positions musical instruments of many kinds throughout the whole music production process,
including the musical instruments of the composer and those of the audience/listener, which further shape
what music is. Especially relevant for the topic of my dissertation is the concept that musical instruments,
an extension of the performer’s body, shapes our understanding and production of music itself through its
physical, technical, and cultural characteristics. That musical instruments shape the music that is written
for them is an obvious assertion—no analyst would ever write about the fortunate coincidence that all
notes in the flute part of a given piece can indeed be played on the flute. Nevertheless, there are aspects
of this discussion that have been taken for granted and investigating how musical compositions respond
to the individual qualities of the instruments they employ can lead to revealing insights about how
composers might interact with performance in the creation of their works.
Naturally, instances of this sort of performative consciousness in musical composition are not
limited to the exploration of an instrument’s physical construction. They can manifest themselves through
social interactions among performers—such as those discussed by Cook—, can incorporate elements of
theatricality, and even lead to the re-contextualization of a given passage in a more hermeneutic
approach. The latter is best exemplified in Elizabeth Le Guin’s “‘One Says That One Weeps, but One

Philip Alperson, “When Composers Have to Be Performers,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism
49, no. 4 (1991): 369–73, https://doi.org/10.2307/431038.
7 Paul Vincent Spade, “Do Composers Have to Be Performers Too?,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism 49, no. 4 (1991): 365–69, https://doi.org/10.2307/431037.
8 Philip Alperson, “The Instrumentality of Music,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 66, no. 1
(2008): 37–51.
6
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Does Not Weep’: Sensible, Grotesque, and Mechanical Embodiments in Boccherini’s Chamber Music.” In
this article about performance embodiment, Le Guin provides several interesting examples of passages
from Boccherini’s music that incorporate performative elements. Referring to a particular episode in the
third movement, a rondo, from the Sonata for Cello and Basso in C Major, the author calls our attention to
the following performance indication for the cellist: "a punta d'arco al ponte e piano strisc:”, which she
translates as “at the point of the bow, at the bridge, and softly sliding (or softly dragged).”9 The cello
melody is a quotation from the two preceding movements and, combined with an abrupt harmonic shift,
can be said to represent nostalgia. The performance instruction and its resulting sound, however, can
lead us to a reinterpretation of the passage’s possible meaning. In Le Guin’s words: “the aggregate of
performance directions spins nostalgia hard in an unexpected direction; what might otherwise have been
a conventional enactment of sentimental absorption has acquired an actively unpleasant edge through
the brittle glassiness of the ponticello tone, as well as a precisely scripted gestural constraint or
awkwardness.”10 Later in the article, Le Guin comes back to the same movement and reveals to us that
the main theme from its rondo form—the one that appears the most times throughout the movement—is
completely mechanical in character and pathologically opposite to the sentimental quality of the episode
she discusses earlier, further emphasizing the irony of the nostalgic melody. She writes, “this regularly
recurring passage frames the piece in the listener’s auditory memory, even as it visually frames its
executant for that listener/observer as a quasi-automaton; when the cellist comes to execute
sentimentality in the episode, the question must arise for the listener as to how this creature can feel it.”11
By turning their analytical focus toward the physical act of performing, these authors bring into the
spotlight numerous instances of compositions that explore the physicality of musical instruments, or other
aspects of performance, to create layers of musical meaning. As the examples above demonstrate, this is
also true of the classical period, the blueprint from which we have extrapolated our highly abstract
musical disciplines such as tonal analysis and harmony.

Elisabeth Le Guin, “‘One Says That One Weeps, but One Does Not Weep’: Sensible, Grotesque, and
Mechanical Embodiments in Boccherini’s Chamber Music,” Journal of the American Musicological Society
55, no. 2 (2002): 234, https://doi.org/10.1525/jams.2002.55.2.207.
10 Le Guin, 234–35.
11 Le Guin, 249.
9
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Similar abstractions have also been the main focus of musical analysis of works from the
twentieth century, mostly in the form of investigations around intervallic or harmonic content. Judy
Lochhead argues that such modern analytical tools were born from the works of post-war composers, in a
historical period deeply imbued in scientism, and their accompanying theoretical writings that lent their
compositions rationalistic weight.12 In Reconceiving Structure in Contemporary Music: New Tools in Music
Theory and Analysis, Lochhead explains that such tools are often not enough to discuss recent music,
which may work beyond the boundaries of intervals in equal temperament, building their structures
around differences in intonation, timbral variation, aspects of instrumentation, or a myriad of electronic
processes and other parameters that escape traditional modern analytical tools. She calls for a versatile
analytical approach, one that can look at such recent works and investigate them in their own terms,
taking historical and social context into account and contributing to our collective understanding about
music.
Analyzing recent music from the perspective of performativity, physicality, and embodiment can
be a fertile endeavor as demonstrated by Paul Craenen in an analysis of Berio’s Sequenza V for solo
trombone.13 In Composing Under the Skin: The Music–making Body at the Composer’s Desk, Craenen
guides us through an extensive discussion about the relationship between the human body and its
physical extensions, such as musical instruments, and the acts of listening, performing, and, especially,
composing music. In his analysis of the first section of Sequenza V, which the trombonist must perform in
a clown costume, Craenen investigates how Berio explores, among other theatrical elements such as
physical gestures that may or may not be synchronized with notes played in the instrument, the trombone
mute and its relationship with the spoken voice. The closed and open sounds of the trombone mute can
resemble crude vocalized vowels—which is why we refer to these muted brass sounds as “wah-wah”—,
and Berio combines these sounds with the spoken phonemes “oo” and “ah” to create a cohesive whole
culminating with the clear enunciation of the word “why,” which has an important semantical and
structural role in the context of the piece. Craenen’s analysis illustrates a striking example of a composer

Lochhead, Reconceiving Structure in Contemporary Music.
Paul Craenen, Composing under the Skin: The Music–Making Body at the Composer’s Desk, trans.
Helen White (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2014), 179–83,
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/stable/j.ctt13x0ms5.
12
13
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making use of the instrument’s physical capabilities, the performer’s body in the form of gestures and the
spoken language, and theatrical elements to create a piece of music that can only be fully appreciated in
a performance setting.
Elizabeth Fleming also questions the hegemony of scores in musical analysis and offers a fresh
perspective, that of the performer and their instrument as a combined performing body, that puts the
physicality of bringing musical scores to life in the center of the discussion. In The Incorporated Hornist:
Instruments, Embodiment, and the Performance of Music, Fleming engages in an investigation of the
development of the horn, with special emphasis on valve technology, the tropes associated with the
instrument, and its affordances and limitations, and proceeds to apply her findings to analysis of works by
Beethoven, Brahms, Messiaen, and Ligeti.14
Fleming, after describing Brahms’s insistence that his Trio for horn, violin, and piano, Op. 40, be
performed in the natural horn, as opposed to the then already established valved horn, turns to the
opening melody, noted by the composer as representative of the character facilitated by the natural horn,
to investigate the consequences of performing on a valve-less instrument. The author calls our attention
to the hand-stopped notes that feature in this melody and the effort the performer must make in order to
maintain some amount of timbral consistency between the open and stopped notes. She explains that
this combination establishes a darker tone and softer dynamic range, as the open notes cannot be
allowed to sound too bright next to the stopped notes, and concludes that the shift in the ethos of the horn
from representing hunt and natural open space to symbolizing nostalgia and distance was facilitated by
the softening of the sound promoted by the development of hand technique. In Fleming’s words: “the
idealized Romantic poetic horn of absence and interiority was, I believe, not only a poetic transformation
of the horn’s image but also a function of the normalization of hand technology.”15
Naturally, the author also points out how the materiality of the natural horn contributes to the
realization of musical meaning and is weaved into the score itself. She brings up a passage in the third
movement of the Trio, Adagio mesto, in which horn and violin play in parallel motion, including “horn

M. Elizabeth Fleming, “The Incorporated Hornist: Instruments, Embodiment, and the Performance of
Music” (Ph.D., CUNY Academic Works, 2019), https://academicworks.cuny.edu/gc_etds/3460.
15 Fleming, 158.
14
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fifths” (a perfect fifth achieved via direct motion that would be avoided under the strict rules of harmony or
counterpoint but is commonplace in horn parts because of the way the instrument plays through the
harmonic series).16 The passage is played first in E-flat, the key of the natural horn, with the horn playing
the upper voice and the violin playing the role of a lower horn underneath. The same passage then
repeats in F major, with the instrumental roles reversed, the horn now articulates the lower melody, while
the violinist takes up the upper voice, as a sort of absent horn. Despite the shift to a “brighter” key, the
transposition and the voice switching create an even more distant sound. The E-flat horn plays with more
open notes in the E-flat passage and with more stopped notes in the one in F major, and the violin as the
leading voice presents a less assertive timbre, resulting in an echo that is more distant-sounding, more
nostalgic. The fact that this timbral shift is woven into the composition itself is made evident not only by
the use of different keys, combined with the composer’s requests that the work is played on a natural
horn, but also in the change from molto p, when the passage is played in E-flat, to pp, when it appears
again in F major.
When discussing Ligeti’s 1982 Trio for the same instrumentation, the author invokes disability
studies to discuss the idiosyncratic tuning of the horn, as it follows the harmonic series, and its nonconformity to the normalized, culturally dominant equal temperament of the piano.17 She observes that
Ligeti’s work leverages the different natures of the instruments in regard to intonation: the piano and its
fixed, equal tempered pitch organization, the violin’s ability to produce any pitch with its smooth
fingerboard, and the horn’s fundamental mode of operation around the just intonation of the harmonic
series.
Recognizing the relevance of such alternative approaches to formal inquiry, the present work
focuses on an analysis of Heinz Holliger’s 1973 String Quartet, a piece based around a wide range of
playing techniques, often foregoing precise notation of pitch and/or rhythm. By pushing the limits of the
recent developments in instrumental writing described earlier in this chapter, it brings to the foreground
the corporeality of performance, with many of its musical arcs built through the manipulation of physical
parameters in the act of playing.

16
17

Fleming, 159–60.
Fleming, 296–304.
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Holliger’s quartet is defined by progressions of modes of playing, such as finger pressure, bow
pressure, or bow position, as well as basic aspects of ensemble interaction, such as synchronicity and
imitation. One such process stands out and encompasses the work as a whole, defining its overall sound
and trajectory: distributed throughout the piece are several instances of retuning the instruments’ strings.
This recurrent loosening of the strings is not aimed at simply obtaining or facilitating certain intervals or
harmonies, however. In fact, it is so extreme that it should be understood as a transformation of the
instruments’ physical state, a gradual depletion of the strings’ potential energy that renders the
instruments incapable of producing the sounds we associate with a string quartet. In the work’s coda,
Holliger synchronizes the breathy, pitchless, and unstable sound of the overly loose strings with the
performers’ exhausted breathing, connecting the corporeal state of the instruments to the physiology of
their players and effectively staging the death of these performing bodies in the piece’s final moments.
My analysis investigates how these physical and performative processes take place throughout
the piece, what possibilities they afford and what constraints they impose on the compositional process,
and the ingenious ways that Holliger finds to best take advantage of them. It discusses the challenges
such a compositional approach presents to the act of performance and how the score accommodates
them. Finally, it observes the different ways the work takes advantage of the individuality of both players
and instruments, ultimately bringing them into the foreground as physical beings made of wood and
metal, of flesh and bone.
Although the previous examples taken from works by Boccherini and Brahms demonstrate the
importance of the physicality of performance in earlier music, Holliger's 1973 String Quartet stands as one
of the first works in which such physicality is the very foundation of the compositional process. Alongside
it, works by Helmut Lachenmann, such as Pression (1969–70), Guero (1970), and Gran Torso (1972),
helped establish the compositional strand that Lachenmann himself called musique concrète
instrumentale. In Dal niente (Interieur III) (1970) for solo clarinet, for example, Lachenmann breaks the
clarinet playing technique down to its basic elements: blowing, fingering, and different kinds of
embouchure. Dal niente establishes the namesake, barely audible sound the clarinet is known for as the
standard volume of the work, which, combined with ample use of pitchless air noise, makes the
occasional instances of standard playing seem excessively loud and intrusive. The result is a work that
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draws the listener into the inner workings of the clarinet: the noise of the fingers depressing the metal
keys, the way the pitchless sound of the air flowing through the instrument changes with the fingerings, or
even the different timbres created by exhaling or inhaling through the clarinet, all of which call the
audience’s attention to the physical act of playing the instrument.
Perhaps informed by his own ample experience as an internationally successful oboist, examples
of Holliger leveraging the physicality of performance abound among his compositions. In Cardiophonie,
for oboe and electronics (1971), the soloist is confronted by the electronic medium, which sounds
previously played materials as well as amplified, increasingly irregular and rapid heartbeats, simulating an
anxiety attack that eventually causes the oboist to fall to the ground and leave the stage in a hurry.
His monumental Scardanelli Cycle, a series of works for large ensemble and choir, includes
settings of poetry by Friedrich Hölderlin based on the four seasons and written under the pseudonym
Scardanelli. Several of Hölderlin’s poems are set as canons, and Summer III in particular features a
unique way of incorporating the singer’s physicality. Written for seven female voices, the movement is
structured as a three-part canon: the first part sings the melody in semitones and staccato, the second in
quarter-tones and non-staccato, and the third in eighth-tones and tenuto. Strikingly, each singer presents
the melody in a different tempo; that of her own heartbeat. Beyond the artistic implications of
incorporating the performer’s physicality into the composition, this device is also a solution to a
performative problem. It can be very challenging for such a large group of performers to realize the same
melodic contour at slightly different speeds. Very often, players are unable to ignore those around them
and end up matching one of their tempos. Asking the singers to follow their own physiological pulse
guarantees each performer a unique frame of reference to keep them from joining their surrounding
peers.
The Prelude from Holliger’s Partita for solo piano is appropriately subtitled Innere Stimme (“Inner
Voice”). It consists of fast, chromatic gestures in the piano’s low register interspersed with the resonance
of triadic harmonies. This soundscape is created by silently depressing these triadic chords before
playing the lower, chromatic runs, causing the strings of the depressed chords to vibrate in sympathy. In
an interview with Jérémie Szipirglas, Holliger says of the movement:
It all starts with a Prelude—an unmeasured Prelude, in the style of
Rameau, or in the spirit of a harpsichordist who would warm up
10

improvising around the upcoming partita. (...) There is a double game
here: the piano plays a music stylistically very close to what I wrote when
I was under the influence of composers such as Boulez or Carter. Behind
this extremely dissonant music, one has the feeling of a consonant
chorale that rises—ghostly music of a choir in the distance, created by a
music quite distinct from that which unfolds in the foreground, and which
has nothing to do with it: history suspended like a ghost behind the figure
of the pianist, an inner voice in the sense of Schumann.18
Chapters Two through Five of the present dissertation feature the analysis of Holliger’s String
Quartet. The second chapter, Preparation for the first retuning, discusses the opening section and section
A, up to and including the first instance of retuning. It investigates the ways in which Holliger sets up the
first retuning and the many physical processes that lead up to it, drawing conclusions about how the piece
was constructed with the retuning in mind.
Chapter Three, Concluding the opening arc, looks at sections B and C, following the first retuning,
and the many musical structures the composer builds mostly without precise pitch or rhythmic notation.
These sections of the work close a dramatic arc that started at the beginning.
Chapter Four, Chaos and a failed attempt at organizing the musical texture, explores sections D
and E, when the music reaches its point of highest activity. These two sections feature two more
instances of retuning, depict an ensemble in chaos struggling with their increasingly deformed
instruments, and include a failed attempt at organizing the musical texture.
In Chapter Five, Resignation in the face of the inevitable, I discuss the last three sections of the
work, F through H, starting with a frustrated burst of energy, before the performing forces resign
themselves to the inevitable end foretold by repeatedly draining the instruments out of their string tension,
the lifeblood that makes the production of proper string sound possible. Finally, we see one last instance
of tuning down the instruments’ strings as the work meaningfully relates the instruments’ deformed
physical state to the performers’ exhaustion, blending the instrumental noises with the players amplified
breathing. The final chapter of my analysis demonstrates how Holliger musically articulates this process
and metaphorically stages the death of the string quartet.
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“Partita, Heinz Holliger,” accessed March 19, 2021, http://brahms.ircam.fr/works/work/25116/.
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CHAPTER TWO: ANALYSIS OF HOLLIGER’S STRING QUARTET.
PREPARATION FOR THE FIRST RETUNING

As a clarinetist deeply interested in the kinds of sounds and techniques that often throw a wrench
into pitch- and rhythm-based analytical efforts, it frustrates me how challenging they can be to reproduce,
assimilate, and conceptualize in my instrument. The vibrating reed is always hidden inside the
performer’s mouth. We can never see it in action and our interactions with it are normally limited to minute
changes of jaw opening, tongue position, lip pressure, and other parameters that are difficult to accurately
measure and verbalize. The string, however, is readily accessible, in plain sight, and inviting to all
manners of interaction. It can be plucked, bowed, or struck, with different intensities and at different
contact points, offering innumerous means of sound production that are relatively simple to describe and
understand.
Heinz Holliger, a fellow wind player, perhaps shared my fascination with string instruments when
writing his 1973 String Quartet. This is not a piece defined by abstract harmonic and melodic
constructions, but rather it is based on the very concrete ways of interacting with the physical bodies of
the instruments, an approach particularly suited to string writing. As such, it features a wide variety of
playing techniques: bowed and plucked notes, striking the strings or the wooden body of the instruments
with the hand, harmonics, semi-harmonics, and stopped notes, bowing with over- and under-pressure,
playing farther or closer to the bridge, or even behind the bridge or on the tailpiece, as well as the
recurring retuning of the strings to progressively lower intonations. This range of different kinds of sounds
takes on a form-defining role—throughout this analysis, it will be argued that the physical parameters of
these playing techniques are the most important aspects in the construction of the work, even surpassing
pitch and rhythm, parameters traditionally more central from an analytical perspective. Figure 2.1 is a
reproduction of the performance notes provided with the score. It illustrates the variety of playing
techniques that Holliger calls for and the different intonations the performers are asked to set their strings
to, as well as serves as a reading aid for the score examples that will be found throughout this analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Performance notes, showing the variety of playing techniques and the different string
intonations that the piece makes use of. The English translation provided with the score has a
mistake in the intonation of the viola strings after the second retuning (highlighted): starting from
the bottom, the notes should be E-natural, C-sharp, and B-flat, rather than the written E-sharp and
C-natural.
Beyond playing techniques, Holliger emphasizes the individuality of the performers as creative
contributors. Most of the work is written in proportional notation, often requiring the performers to make
small-scale decisions about the rhythmic organization of the music and to actively cue each other every
system in order to stay together. In section B, for example, the music is divided into eight modules, and
the order in which they should be presented is left to the players’ discretion. Elsewhere, performers are
often asked to improvise musical material and, occasionally, even to follow and react to another player’s
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improvisation. Finally, near the end of the piece, the composer brings forth the performers as humans,
incorporating their physiology into the musical fabric and combining the player and their instrument into a
single sounding body. At rehearsal letter G, Holliger writes:





After “retuning” all bowing movements should be duplicated by
respiration: = inhale, = exhale (if possible, a stethoscope microphone
to amplify breathing sound). Fatigue from unaccustomed lengths of
respiration should manifest itself in the tone (shaky bow; tense, halting
bowing etc.). Breathing sounds should not attract attention, but should
blend fully with instrumental sounds.
(Translation provided with the score.)
The “retuning” in the passage above, despite not directly producing sound, establishes the
trajectory of the work’s soundscape from the background. Simply calling it scordatura—the kind of
retuning of an instrument’s strings normally utilized in order to obtain or facilitate certain intervals and
harmonies—would be an understatement. In fact, rather than the harmonic implications of normal
scordatura, Holliger is after the physical release of string tension, of the instruments’ potential energy.
The loosening of the strings is so extreme that it should be understood as a distortion of the instruments’
physical condition and mode of behavior: it changes the instruments’ timbre as well as how they respond
to the players’ actions and, by the end of the work, leaves the instruments incapable of producing the
sounds we normally associate with a string quartet.
Throughout this single-movement, half-an-hour-long work, there are four instances of retuning, to
be performed without disrupting the musical flow. The work begins in standard string intonation, after the
third retuning, some strings are a full octave below their starting pitch, and, after the fourth and final
retuning, the fourth strings’ open pitches are represented with downward arrows marked “as low as
possible” (figure 2.1).
Holliger seems concerned with exploring the possibilities afforded by these different bodily states,
poignantly emphasizing the losses in sound production caused by the release in string tension. On one
hand we have the opening section, featuring fast, staccato, high artificial harmonics for the four players,
demonstrating the brightness of timbre, responsiveness of articulation, precision of pitch, and overall
agility afforded by the standard-intonation, taut strings (figure 2.2). On the other we have the final section,
laying the dysfunctional bodies of these instruments bare for the audience to witness: their timbre
bleached away, producing mostly breath-like noises; their pitch range reduced to indistinguishable low
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hums; and their now sluggish response only allowing for long sounds littered with noise residue resulting
from the lack of regularity in the friction between the bow and the overly loose strings. To these sickly
sounds, Holliger adds the players’ own exhausted breathing, amplified and sounding just as painfully
labored as the instruments themselves (figure 2.3). It is a striking and tragic image, the consequence of a
process that seems to leave the performing body—the combination of instruments and players—drained
out of life.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
f staccato sempre / as fast as possible, very restless, irregular intervals
between single notes and groups of notes.
Figure 2.2: Opening system showcasing the fast, staccato, high artificial harmonics made
possible by the taut strings.
This gradual collapse of the string quartet as an instrumentation is further emphasized by a series
of other deconstructive approaches in the composer’s writing. Besides the deformation of the instruments,
we also witness an abandonment of traditional playing technique (via the many distortions of standard
string technique such as over- and under-pressure, changes in the bow’s point of contact, and others
already listed), the decoupling of left and right hands, an overall lack of synchrony between the players,
and a predominant absence of metered or pitch-specific notation. These aspects of the quartet, and the
many ways in which Holliger makes use of them, will be at the center of this analysis.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
All 4 independent of each other—4 different initial tempos (between  ca.
48 and  ca. 60) which decrease constantly to the end (till “as slowly as
possible”). Respiration always parallel to bowing. Tighten throat when
bow pressure is increased. Rests created only by halting of breath and
bow. During rests, leave bow resting on the string and hold breath
(closed throat). Silence therefore created by “no longer being able to
breathe”. Towards the end the rests should become longer (the given
values may be extended).
Dynamics: p–silence. The whole time without tone, just bow noise. When
bow pressure is increased, no distinguishable pitch should result.
↑ ↓ = Only lengthwise bowing over the strings, without the strings
beginning to vibrate. Coinciding to this: ↑ = inhalation, ↓ = exhalation.



Figure 2.3: System H1, the beginning of the coda, demonstrating the long, toneless noise
produced by the loose strings in combination with the performers’ breathing sounds.
OPENING AND REHEARSAL A

As already mentioned, the first section opens with high artificial harmonics, marked forte, staccato
sempre, and “as fast as possible” (figure 2.2). Although the rhythmic notation is proportional, the music
requires rhythmic precision in order to properly separate individual notes from notes beamed together as
a group. Rather than perceiving this chaotic, high pitched sonic texture in isolation, we can better
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understand it in relation to the bodily state of the instruments. Their currently taut strings can produce
these extremely high pitches, their responsiveness allows for short articulations with enough precision to
distinguish between groups of notes separated by short pauses of varying lengths, and each note can be
clearly played and heard even at the highest speeds. Holliger opens his work demonstrating the
capabilities that the instruments will lose throughout the piece, emphasizing the bodily transformations
brought about by repeatedly loosening the strings. The opening section is built as an extreme contrast to
the closing one.
Throughout this chapter, we will describe the processes that take place in the two first sections of
the work. We will focus on the physical nature of these processes, how they transform the overall
soundscape, and, especially, how they lead into the first instance of retuning, both preparing it as well as
being retroactively informed by it.

Register
The overall pitch content is progressively lowered from the beginning of the piece to the end of
section A. If we look at the first violin part, for example, the first note is an artificial harmonic obtained by
stopping the string at the F-sharp three ledger lines above the staff—F-sharp 6—and touching it a fourth
above, resulting in the F-sharp sounding above the piano's highest C—F-sharp 8, two octaves higher
than the indicated stopped note. The first system comprises pitches that range between an augmented
fourth below and a major second above this note.

Figure 2.4: Violin 1, system 1. Highest and lowest artificial harmonics in the system are
highlighted and the sounding range of the system is given.
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Throughout the first two minutes of the work, up until letter A, the first violin gradually moves
down its register, switching to half-harmonics—Holliger calls them “semi-harmonics” in the performance
notes1—at system 11, and arriving at a tremolo between ordinario (regular stopped notes) E6 and G6 at
system 15, just before letter A. Throughout section A, the pitch content continues to go down the
instruments’ register. Larger intervals that break the somewhat narrow range of each instrumental line
start to introduce lower pitches. By the end of section A, the pitches written for the performers are all
available in left-hand first position. In fact, at the end of staff A20, after the dashed line that indicates
bowing on the tailpiece, only the viola articulates pitches that are not exclusive to the fourth string in first
position.

Figure 2.5: Violin 1, systems 11 and 15. The switch to half-harmonics (system 11), and ordinario
(system 15) are highlighted. Both are preceded by transitional figurations with different degrees of
left-hand finger pressure.

Half-harmonics, or “semi-harmonics,” produce a sound somewhere between a regular stopped note and
a harmonic. Normally, you can hear some of the sound of the stopped note with a strong presence of the
high partial, somewhat similar to a sul ponticello sound. They are notated with half-filled diamond-shaped
noteheads.
1
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Figure 2.6: System A20. After the dashed line at the end of the system, all parts, except for the
viola (highlighted), articulate pitches exclusive to the fourth string in first position.
Figure 2.7 shows the pitch range (displaying lowest and highest pitch in each system) of the first
violin part from the opening of the work until the first retuning of the strings. Pitches are represented in
semitones above the lowest open string in order to convey their relative registral placement. We can
notice the descending trajectory, the narrowness of the pitch range within the first 10 systems, and the
confinement to the lowest register in the last three systems (A19–A21) in preparation for the first instance
of retuning. The two-octave drop in system 11 is misrepresented in this graph. System 11 features the
transition from double-octave artificial harmonics (harmonics that sound two octaves higher than the
written pitch) to semi-harmonics (left-hand finger pressure in between regular stopped notes and
harmonics), which create a brighter-then-normal sound with more prominent high partials but technically
sounds as written pitch-wise. The shift to semi-harmonics means that, even though the actual pitch
content goes down significantly in system 11, since the performers are no longer playing double-octave
harmonics, the timbre of these pitches still has a lot of prominent high partials, smoothing over the abrupt
drop.
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Figure 2.7: Violin 1, systems 1–A21. Registral configuration displaying the lowest and highest
pitch for each system, represented in semitones above the lowest open string (G3).
The lowering of the pitch content leading up to the first instance of retuning before rehearsal letter
B is a compositional choice informed by the demands of the retuning process. Firstly, because it mimics
the overall trajectory of the piece: the recurrent lowering of the pitches that the instruments can produce
by retuning the strings lower and lower. Secondly, because it is when the performers produce pitches that
are lower in a given string that we can better appreciate the consequences of lowering the base
frequency of said string; it allows us to hear the new pitches made now possible by retuning the
instrument. Finally, on a practical level, the performers are asked to audibly improvise pitches in first
position on the same string that they are retuning. Normally, performers would play and hear the open
string itself when retuning it, but the musical flow of the passage, a constant stream of different pitches,
must be maintained. Therefore, Holliger asks the performers to improvise pitches in first position so that
they can play and hear at least the pitches closest to the open string and properly measure the retuning
of the string that way.
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Right hand
The transformational procedures underwent by the right hand in the passage between the
opening of the piece and the first retuning is also informed by the physical state of the instruments to
some degree. Holliger knows that, in order to allow for the four players to each retune three of their
instruments’ strings without interrupting the musical flow, he needs to create and establish some kind of
music that can be audibly carried by one hand alone while the other works the tuning pegs. Aware of this
necessity, the composer devised a soundscape in which the left hand audibly fingers fast figurations in
order to free the performers’ right hand so they can retune their instruments. This means that, in the
music that precedes this retuning, the composer must establish the sound of the left-hand fingers striking
the fingerboard as a sound entity that belongs to the piece. The independence between left and right
hands must also be addressed, since, in the opening texture, both hands work together to produce the
high, bowed harmonics, but, when retuning the strings, they take completely distinct roles. We can
understand how Holliger achieves and establishes the sound of the left hands alone and the
independence between hands by analyzing the trajectory of the right-hand parts throughout these two
sections.
From the opening to rehearsal letter A, Holliger lays the groundwork for the independence of the
two hands by grouping notes together into fast figurations. The first system consists of high, staccato
notes beamed either in pairs or individually, and the composer asks that the passage be played “very
fast, restless, [with] irregular spacing between individual and grouped notes,” meaning that the pairs of
notes beamed together should be played as fast as possible. Throughout this passage, more and more
notes appear beamed together: in system 2 we can see groups of three notes, in system 3, groups of four
and five notes, in system 4, six-note groups begin to appear, and so on. As these groups of notes get
longer, the right-hand activity to bow each note in quick succession starts to resemble a tremolo more
and more, and, throughout systems 11 and 12, all four instruments are asked to switch to an
uninterrupted bowed tremolo.
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Figure 2.8: Violin 1, systems 1–4. The number of notes beamed together gradually increases from
only two in system 1 to up to six in system 4.

Figure 2.9: Violin 1, systems 10–12. We can see how, in system 10, the fast figurations accelerate
into a tremolo that, in system 11, becomes constant and independent of left-hand activity.
At system A1, the instrumentalists are asked to maintain a light tremolo with their right hands that
is not synchronized with the activity of their left hands, which are now fingering a constant, fast stream of
notes. Throughout section A, the composer asks that the players gradually introduce several different
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deformations of the right-hand tremolo ad libitum, completely independently of whatever their left hand
does. Starting in system A3, the first violin places random accents for the other performers to respond to,
then, beginning in A5, longer bows that interrupt the tremolo, followed by variations in tremolo speed and
dynamics in A6, and, among other deformations of the tremolo, starting in A8, caesuras in which the right
hand stops bowing but the sound of the left fingers striking the fingerboard should be audible. This is the
first time we can hear this sound produced by the left hand alone and it is introduced as a deformation of
a bow tremolo that further separates right and left hands.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
as quickly and softly as possible; little bow pressure (indistinct sound);
quasi legatissimo tremolo (without the slightest accents).
Finger action and tremolo not to be synchronized, but both very even.
Figure 2.10: System A1. Both hands present a constant flux of fast, unsynchronized activity: the
succession of pitches fingered as quickly as possible by the left hand, and the constant, light bow
tremolo performed by the right hand.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
Gradually, a few short irregularly placed caesuras.
During bow caesuras, the fingers striking the fingerboard should become
audible.
Figure 2.11: System A8. Among other deformations of the tremolo established in A1, the first
violin is asked to introduce caesuras of the right hand for the other performers to respond to, and
during which the left-hand activity should be audible.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
A18: Bow slides gradually, without interruption over the bridge.
A19: Behind the bridge (on 1 or 2 strings, as desired).
A20: Gradually move on to the tailpiece in the order V1—V2—Va—Vc
Figure 2.12: Systems A18–A20. The instructions to gradually move the bow position over the
bridge, to behind the bridge, and onto the tailpiece are highlighted.
In system A18, the players start to gradually slide their bows over the bridge from a sul ponticello
position. By the next system, when the players are bowing behind the bridge, there is no longer any
connection between what is fingered by the left hand and the sounds created by the right-hand bowing. In
system A20, the performers are asked to gradually slide their bows onto the tailpiece, meaning that the
soft sound created by the right hand bowing the wood of the tailpiece is no longer enough to cover the
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sounds of the left-hand fingers striking the fingerboard. This way, the sound created by the left hand
alone, which is made necessary by the process of retuning that appears at the end of section A, is
established by the introduction of the caesuras of the right hand and allowed into the foreground by
moving the point of contact between the bow and the string from standard position onto the tailpiece.
The above description of the right hand’s role in this initial passage illuminates two main
trajectories with clear start and end points that are corporeal in nature and worth expanding upon: bow
position and hand synchrony. The gradual changes to these two parameters that we have observed are
key in order to go from the beginning, in which both hands work together to articulate bowed notes, to the
first retuning at the end of rehearsal A, in which the left hand alone creates the sounds we hear while the
right hand retunes the strings.
As figure 2.13 illustrates, in the opening section—from system 1 to 15—bow position shifts in a
clear, linear manner. Starting in ordinario position, in system 13 Holliger writes the instructions “poco a
poco diminuendo e sul ponticello,” which continues until the end of system 15, when the right hands
arrive at a molto sul ponticello position in preparation for the beginning of A.

Figure 2.13: Violin 1, systems 1–A21. Approximate representation of the trajectory of bow
position.
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Throughout letter A, the composer asks the performers to place certain deformations of the righthand tremolo, giving instructions regarding the deformations that should be introduced in each system
and leaving their realization to the players’ discretion. This procedure makes charting the different
degrees of bow position challenging, given the imprecise way with which this parameter is handled in the
score. Nevertheless, meaningful insights can be drawn from this observation. From A1 to A4, the score
indicates molto sul ponticello, in A5, sul ponticello, and in A7 we read “arco pont./ord,” giving the
performers a range in which to realize their semi-improvised right-hand parts, in this case sul ponticello
and ordinario positions. In A8, the score indicates “arco pont, ord, tasto, col legno tratto,” indicating,
besides occasionally drawing the string with the wood of the bow, a wide variety of bow positions to be
used: sul ponticello, ordinario, and sul tasto. Until A12, each new system comes with a new set of
instructions for all aspects of right-hand playing preceded by the word “ditto,” implying that whatever new
ways to deform the initial tremolo are presented in these instructions, they should add to the other ways
already listed, not replace them. The improvisatory nature of this passage and the variety of contrasting
playing techniques that the composer asks for—as well as other indications such as “more and more
excited, aggressive, chaotic” in A10 and “change dynamics constantly” in A11—indicate that it is meant to
be some form of organized chaos, yet without a clear direction. System A13 features more precise
notation for the right hand in a separate staff, including some indication of bow position. In system A18,
the players are asked to gradually slide the bow over the bridge, arriving behind the bridge in system A19.
In system A20, the score asks the performers to gradually move on to bowing on the tailpiece.
Figure 2.13 shows this progression of bow position. At first, we have a transition from the
ordinario used in the opening—for its clearer, more precise articulation of the short, high harmonics—to
the molto sul ponticello—for its noisier, less clear articulation that helps create the “quasi legatissimo
tremolo” and the “indistinct sound” that Holliger asks for in A1. From A7 to A15 we have a profusion of
different bow positions to accompany the chaotic nature of the right-hand parts, as it seems to try to break
away completely from its relationship with the left hand and its regularity. From A18 to A21, we have a
progression of bow position from sul ponticello towards the bridge, over the bridge, and onto the tailpiece
that creates a gradual transformation of the sound as well as an exit for the right-hand, simultaneously
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drawing our attention to the left-hand sounds alone, something we get glimpses of through the randomlyplaced caesuras in the preceding systems, and freeing the right-hand to retune the instrument’s strings.
The relationship between both hands plays a central role both in the passage from the opening to
the first retuning as well as in the trajectory of the work as a whole. Holliger’s quartet is a deconstruction
of the instruments, of the instrumentation, of the genre’s tradition, and of string performing techniques. It
combines an extreme distortion of the instruments with the performers’ exhaustion in a staged collapse of
the performing forces; it foregoes the synchrony between the players and the precise notation of rhythm
and pitch, renouncing the harmonic and polyphonic intricacies that are traditional to the genre; and it
breaks down the standard means of playing a string instrument, prioritizing a variety of non-standard
ways of obtaining sound from their strings and wooden bodies.
Decoupling left and right hands, besides being a necessity to prepare the retuning, during which
one of the hands keeps producing sound while the other turns the pegs, is another way through which
Holliger deconstructs the performing tradition of string instruments. Normally, one fingers a pitch with the
left hand and draws the bow with the right hand, producing a note. Both hands work together, completely
interdependent in the act of playing the instrument. The opening of the work is notated following this
configuration: each note represents a fingering for the left hand together with a bow stroke from the right
hand. These notes are grouped into fast figurations that get progressively longer, meaning faster
fingerings and faster bow strokes. Beginning in systems 11 (for the first violin) and 12 (for the other three
players), the performers are asked to maintain a constant tremolo with their right hands (as shown in
figure 2.9). The change to the bow tremolo is subtle, since the long figurations of notes bowed in quick
succession that precede it already resemble a tremolo, but, by breaking with the synchrony of movement
between both hands, Holliger is laying the groundwork for section A.
In system A1 Holliger asks the performers to finger the notated pitches as quickly as possible
while maintaining a “quasi legatissimo” bow tremolo. At the bottom of the system, he writes, “finger action
and tremolo not to be synchronized, but both very even.” Therefore, section A begins with both hands
unsynchronized, but performing still very analogous actions: a constant, seamless stream of fast but
regular activity (shown in figure 2.10). As we have already discussed, throughout section A the composer
gradually breaks the regularity of the right-hand tremolo by introducing accents, different lengths of
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bowings, variations in tempo and dynamics, caesuras, irregular rhythms, different articulations, and
overpressure. Throughout this dramatic increase in irregularity of the right-hand part, Holliger
continuously asks that left-hand activity remain extremely regular, emphasizing the growing contradiction
between both hands. In system A10, for example, his instructions for the right hand include “very irregular
rhythm” and “more and more excited, aggressive, chaotic,” while the left hand should stay “always very
even.” The contrasting characters of both hands’ parts further emphasize their independence, the only
remaining connection between them being the strings on which they play. As long as both hands play on
the same string, their activities will be related, since the resulting sound is a combination of however the
right hand bows with whatever the left hand fingers.
This final connection begins to be broken in system A18 as Holliger asks that players begin to
shift the bow position over the bridge. Once the performers are bowing behind the bridge, the portion of
the string that is bowed is no longer influenced by the left-hand fingerings. In A20, the composer asks that
the bow “gradually move on to tailpiece,” where the bowing will be barely heard, allowing the subtle
sounds of the left-hand fingers striking the fingerboard to fully come to the foreground (shown in figure
2.12).
Figure 2.14 shows the progression of the interdependence of both hands. They begin completely
synchronized and lose their synchrony in system 11 as the right hand begins to sustain a tremolo that is
independent of the left-hand part. In system A1, the two parts are still related in character but not
synchronized. Throughout rehearsal A, the drastic increase in irregularity of the right-hand part contrasts
with the always regular left-hand fingerings, further separating both hands. From A18 to A20, the last
connection between both hands, the string, is lost as the right hand moves over the bridge and, at the
end, onto the tailpiece.
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Figure 2.14: Violin 1, systems 1–A21. Different degrees of synchrony and interdependence of the
two hands
Left hand
The intervallic content for the entire passage from the opening to the first instance of retuning—
capo to the end of A—is similarly informed by the physicality of performance and the unique necessities
imposed by retuning the strings while playing. We should first consider how the instrumentalists are
supposed to retune their strings before rehearsal letter B. In order to maintain musical momentum, they
are asked to continually improvise pitches with their left hand, audibly tapping the fingerboard with their
fingers, while they retune their instruments’ strings with their right hand. Naturally, retuning strings
requires focus, so whatever is improvised with the left hand must not demand too much attention. In
system A21, Holliger sets a few rules for this left-hand improvisation written in a textbox:
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score
Intervals: major and minor 2nds, major and minor 3rds, occasionally
fourth and tritone as well.
Every 2nd or 3rd interval should be a minor 2nd.
As a rule, not more than 3 notes should be played in the same direction.
Figure 2.15: System A21. The textbox includes the guidelines for left-hand improvisation.
Upon closer inspection, these rules seem to be derived from the physicality of string performing
technique, that is, from the physical nature of how the performers’ bodies interact with their instruments.
Holliger limits the range of this improvisation to what the four left hand fingers can achieve in first position,
e.g., for the violins’ G string, he limits the playing range to the augmented fourth between A-flat and Dnatural (the open G cannot be obtained by tapping the string with the left-hand fingers). The first rule
defines the possible intervals as exactly the ones that can be obtained without changing left hand
position. It also states that fourths and tritones should be occasional, and the fact that, in our G string
example from above, these are only obtainable between a first finger producing an A (either flat or
natural) and a fourth finger producing a D (either flat or natural) means these intervals are less likely to
occur without the performer having to actively think to make them uncommon. The second rule asks that,
out of every three or so intervals, one be a minor second. Opposite to fourths, seconds, within a single
hand position, are obtainable between every neighboring finger, making them statistically the most
common interval to be played in an improvisation like this (fourths only occur between fingers 1 and 4,
whereas seconds occur between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4), and allowing the performer to only be
mindful that enough of these seconds be minor. Consequently, the rules established by the composer can
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be seen less as guidelines and more as statistical probabilities for a thoughtless improvisation of the left
hand in first position. The third rule is almost unnecessary. When the left hand is limited to a single
position, one can only play at most three intervals in the same direction. For example, if a performer plays
a note with the first finger, they can only play at most three notes in an ascending direction, specifically
with the second, third, and then fourth fingers. Figure 2.16 illustrates the different pitches that can be
produced in first position on the violin, demonstrating how consecutive fingers are separated by seconds
and how, barring an exaggerated stretch of the hand, the interval obtained between first and fourth finger
is some kind of fourth.

Figure 2.16: First position fingering on the violin. From Adler, The Study of Orchestration, p.52.
We can conclude that these instructions for improvisation have specific, practical functions that
stem from the corporeality of performing the work. They are designed to allow the performers to continue
to produce sound with their left hands while focusing their attention on retuning the strings of their
instruments and are almost redundant with the physicality of string playing technique. In a way, they exist
not as rules for what the performers should improvise, since we have observed that thoughtless
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improvisation of the left hand already conforms to them, but as directions for Holliger to write the music
that leads into this improvisation. If we look at system 1, we can see that all four parts conform very
closely to these guidelines. The only exceptions that do not match these rules of pitch organization are
the plentiful repeated notes and instances of more than three intervals without a minor second. The
repeated notes can be considered as non-intervals since, from the perspective of the left hand alone,
nothing changes. The rules for improvisation cannot account for repeated notes since the sound is
produced by the left-hand fingerings alone. If the performer is expected to improvise pitches as quickly as
possible with their left hand alone, they must be constantly fingering different notes, not allowing for
repeated ones. In the opening, however, the sound is brought about by the bowing of the right hand,
making repeated notes possible. If we disregard repeated notes as non-intervals, the first system features
more than three consecutive intervals without a minor second only in the first and second violin parts,
both presenting at most five intervals in a row larger than a minor second. This system includes only very
small deviations from the improvisation guidelines and is representative of the intervallic design of the
whole opening section.

Figure 2.17: System 1. There are no intervals larger than a tritone and no more than three intervals
in the same direction. All minor seconds are highlighted. Discounting unisons, only the two
passages marked in blue feature more than three consecutive intervals without a minor second.
Starting at rehearsal letter A, this stream of small intervals is, on occasion, interrupted by larger
intervals. At the end of section A, before the first process of retuning, the constant stream of fast pitches
fingered by the left hand has progressed towards the lower register of the instruments and intervals larger
than a tritone have been mostly ironed out. For example, in system A20, the last fully notated system
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before the performers are asked to start improvising, the pitch content once more conforms to the
improvisation guidelines almost completely, with only a few larger intervals remaining in the viola part and
one instance of four consecutive intervals in the same direction in the cello part.

Figure 2.18: System A20. Once more, the intervallic content mostly conforms to the improvisation
guidelines. The only exceptions are highlighted: a few intervals larger than a tritone in the viola
part and one instance of four consecutive intervals in the same direction in the cello part.
Beyond the intervallic content discussed above, the left-hand parts contain a very physical
process that takes place throughout this section. At the beginning of the work, pitches are fingered as
artificial harmonics, which, in more corporeal terms, can be understood as low finger pressure, insofar as
one of the fingers lightly touches the string, not fully pressing it against the fingerboard. In systems 11 (for
the first violin) and 12 (for the other players), Holliger replaces these harmonics with semi-harmonics, and
finally transitions to ordinario finger pressure at the end of system 15, just before rehearsal letter A
(shown in figure 2.5). This use of different degrees of left-hand finger pressure establishes a clear, linear
progression that complements and intensifies the registral progression towards the lower end of the
instruments’ range: in the opening, the already relatively high pitches that the composer notates sound
two octaves higher because of the harmonics, there is a transitional period that does not sound as high,
but still very bright because of the semi-harmonics, finally arriving at normal, stopped notes before letter
A. Naturally, he breaks with this linearity on occasion, by making use of the odd gesture or embellishment
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that alternates between different kinds of finger pressure, but it is nonetheless a clear overall trajectory for
all four parts, as we can see in figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: Violin 1, systems 1–A21. Approximate representation of the trajectory of left-hand
finger pressure.
Moreover, this trajectory continues throughout section A, although in a slightly less specific
manner. Beginning in A8, Holliger asks the players to introduce caesuras as a deformation of the righthand tremolo. During these caesuras, he says that “the fingers striking the fingerboard should become
audible.” For this left-hand activity to be audible, a little more force than usual is necessary, resulting in a
slight increase in finger pressure. In A10, he reemphasizes this necessity to the performers, writing, “in
the caesuras, exaggerate striking noise on the fingerboard.” In systems A18 and A19, Holliger asks for a
crescendo of the left-hand fingers’ striking noise, which translates to an increase in finger pressure, until
A20, marked “f possible!”, when the right-hands leave the sonic space via the tailpiece and we are left
with the finger-striking noises alone in preparation for the retuning.
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Figure 2.20: Systems A18–A20. The instructions asking for a big crescendo of the striking noise
on the fingerboard (Aufschlaggeräusche der Fingerkuppen) are highlighted.
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Player interaction
As demonstrated by this analysis so far, Holliger is interested in making use of different aspects
of the performing body as compositional devices—that is, aspects pertinent to the body of the instruments
(such as gradually lowering the pitch content of the work down to left-hand first position in order to make
the retuning possible, or moving the point of contact of the bow onto the tailpiece), to the playing
technique (such as limiting the intervallic content of a passage in order to match a set of rules for
improvisation that precisely accommodate standard left-hand technique), or to the body of the performers
(such as the gradual increase in the independence of left and right hands and, more obviously, the
incorporation of the performers’ breathing noise at the end of the work). Besides these more physical
parameters, the composer also leverages the creativity, autonomy, and musicianship of the performers by
exploring the act of making chamber music as another compositional device. This compositional
approach is manifest in two main aspects of the musical sections at hand: the significant degree of
rhythmic freedom afforded to the players and the imitative interplay that takes place in rehearsal A.
The non-metered rhythmic notation allows for the tempo indication “as fast as possible,” which,
rather than an abstract number of beats per minute, is based around the physical possibilities of the
instrumental technique as it is practiced by performers in general while accommodating the normal
variance pertaining to each instrumentalist in particular. The notation asks that notes beamed together be
played as fast as possible, notes not beamed together be separated by short rests of unspecified
durations, and that each system be about ten seconds long. The inherent flexibility of this rhythmic
notation allows each performer to shape their line according to what works best for them in any given
musical context. By asking the performers to make small scale decisions—such as how quickly notes
beamed together should be played, how long should the separations between the different groups of
notes be, how these factors should be combined to achieve the “restless” character the composer asks
for, and how each system should be paced in order to last roughly ten seconds without a noticeable gap
between one system and the next—Holliger is engaging the performer as a creative collaborator, leaving
significant space for the player’s technique, musicianship, and personality to shape musical parameters
normally defined by the composer alone. This style of writing emphasizes the individuality of each
performer in the ensemble, in a way acknowledging and leveraging their unique musical baggage.
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Such a high degree of relative freedom requires the performers to be especially attentive to their
roles as chamber musicians. Because of the flexibility inherent to the rhythmic notation, extra care must
be taken to ensure that the players move through the music together, making frequent cues a necessity.
In order to accommodate for that, Holliger notates his music in fixed systems: every system lasts about
ten seconds and the division of the music into systems is consistent across both score and parts, allowing
the first violinist to give cues at the beginning of each system to ensure that the ensemble stays together.
The flexibility afforded by the many short pauses of unspecified lengths allows the instrumentalists to
pace their playing in order to be ready to move on to the next system together with the first violin’s cues.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
These groups of 3, 5, 8, 13 notes may be repeated once, permuted, or
played once in retrograde, as needed.
Figure 2.21: System A1. Brackets that indicate passages that can be repeated are highlighted as
well as the verbal instructions that explain how these passages should be approached.
Starting at rehearsal letter A, however, all four parts consist of a constant stream of notes
beamed together, meaning they should be played as fast as possible, without the leeway of the
interspersed rests. Since the exact speed at which each performer would play a passage like this cannot
be predicted, another device must be implemented in order to allow the players to continue to pace their
systems to be around ten seconds in length and match the first violin’s cues at the beginning of every
system. Holliger achieves this by marking groups of 3, 5, 8, or 13 notes with horizontal brackets, meaning
they “may be repeated once, permuted, or played once in retrograde, as needed.” By marking several of
these groups per part in each system, the composer affords the performers some flexibility to manipulate
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how quickly they progress through their parts, without disrupting the stream of fast notes, allowing the
quartet to stay together.
At A2, Holliger asks for a very even ritardando of the tremolo, which lasts until A5, facilitating a
smoother transition to the chaotic bowings that are built through the tremolo deformations. In system A3,
Holliger introduces the deformations of the right-hand bow tremolo by asking the first violin to give
“several random, irregularly placed bow accents (poco sf–sf) whereupon the other players respond
immediately, likewise with accents.” In the context of bowing patterns alone—therefore ignoring any pitch
content that could be generated by the left hand—it is difficult to conceive of a mode of interaction
between the parts that is practical and also comes across clearly for the audience other than the imitation
employed by the composer. Leaving these interventions up to the performers allows the imitations to
come across as spontaneous responses. Throughout letter A, Holliger develops this interactivity between
the players in a variety of ways and, for most of the passage, the deformations of the right-hand tremolo
are left for the performers to improvise with a growing list of possible bowing patterns and techniques
verbally defined in the score. Beginning in A7, each of these verbal instructions comes preceded by the
word “ditto,” meaning the new modes of deformation of the tremolo come in addition to the ones
previously listed. Figure 2.22 is an excerpt from the English translations attached to the score and
includes most of the bowing instructions between A2 and A12. Through this gradual accumulation of
various possible deformations of the initial soft, smooth tremolo, Holliger creates a crescendo of dramatic
intensity and perceived chaos, as if the performers’ right hands steadily grew out of control.
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Figure 2.22: Bowing instructions between A2 and A12 (translations provided with the score).
As the tremolo is completely swallowed by its deformations and replaced with an unpredictable
succession of random bowing patterns and techniques, the soundscape eventually becomes too chaotic
for the performers to effectively respond to one another in a completely improvised manner. Therefore, at
A13, Holliger begins to include bowing staves written in non-metered, proportional notation, in addition to
the left-hand staves featuring the constant stream of pitches to be played as fast as possible. Crucially,
the performers are still divided into leaders and followers, and the composer indicates that “an attempt
should be made to follow the bowing of the instrument being imitated” and that “total identity and
synchronization ought not to result, but rather a type of heterophony.” This means that the desired
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soundscape is still one of somewhat spontaneous imitation between the players, and that the inclusion of
the bowing staves is a compositional solution to the practical problem of asking players to imitate each
other’s increasingly chaotic and unpredictable bowing behavior.

Figure 2.23: System A13. The two highlighted staves are the now loosely notated bowing
instructions. The top staff is for the first violin, to be imitated by the viola, and the second staff is
for the second violin, to be imitated by the cello.
Holliger also explores how the players imitate each other as compositional material. From A3 up
until and including A8, when the right-hand caesuras—arguably the most important kind of deformation of
the tremolo—are introduced, all players are asked to respond to the first violin’s lead. At A9, viola and
cello continue to imitate the first violin, and the second violin chooses own bowing. At A10, the viola
switches to following the second violin while the cello remains following the first, dividing the ensemble
into two sets of imitative interaction. At A11, all players are asked to bow with “total independence” and
“as unsynchronized as possible,” as their bowing patterns reach the “greatest heightening of intensity.” At
the beginning of A12, second violin, viola and cello, “while avoiding any synchrony, adapt to first violin’s
bowing, rhythm and dynamic.” At the end of A12, the ensemble is once more divided into two sets, but in
a different combination: viola imitates the right hand of the first violin and cello imitates the second violin.
At A13, we have the introduction of bowing staves, one for the first violin, to be imitated by the viola, and
another for the second violin, to be imitated by the cello. At the end of A14 and beginning of A15, second
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violin “becomes more and more subject to first violin (and viola),” while the cello “remains independent.”
And at the end of A15 and beginning of A16, the cello also becomes “more and more subject” to the first
violin’s lead, reuniting the ensemble behind a single, unsynchronized bowing pattern. This configuration
remains until A20, when the performers, led by the first violin, then second violin, then viola, then cello,
gradually move their bows over the bridge and start bowing the tailpiece, before dying away and leaving
only the left-hand finger tapping audible.
Figure 2.24 demonstrates—in a slightly approximated form, since Holliger’s instructions often ask
for the performers to begin following another player gradually, which is difficult to represent in a graph—
how this interplay of leader/follower takes place. We begin with a single group, under the lead of the first
violin. At A9 the second violin breaks away, dividing the quartet into two groups: three players, led by the
first violin, and the second violin as an independent voice. At A10, the viola begins to follow the second
violin, balancing the two groups: each with two players, each led by a violin. At A11 we have four
independent parts, followed by a unified ensemble, once again under the first violin, at A12. At A13 we
have a new parsing of the instrumentation into two groups: first violin followed by viola; second violin
followed by cello. At A15 the ensemble begins to unify again as the second violin joins the viola in
following the first violin, leaving the cello to remain independent for one more system, until it too returns to
follow the first violin’s lead in A16.

Figure 2.24: Systems A3–A20. Visual representation of the imitation interplay that takes place in
this section. A solid line means the player is playing their own bowing patterns; a dashed line
means that the player is following another player’s bowing pattern, indicated by their color.
We can notice how this process begins and ends with relatively long stretches featuring a unified
ensemble under the first violin’s lead, as well as the placement of the peak of the dramatic arch on A11,
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when all four players are bowing independently of each other, creating the most chaotic and diverse
result. It is worth reminding ourselves that these two stretches without any change are not as homophonic
as they appear in the graph: rather than a written unison of bowing patterns, we have a leader semiimprovising bowing patterns that three followers try to spontaneously respond to, creating a sort of protocanonic heterophony. Moreover, the complexity created by this process comes on top of the gradual
increase in possible deformations of the tremolo as well as the stream of pitches played by the left hands
independently of the right hands’ bowed patterns. Therefore, these longer stretches that see no changes
in the leader-follower dynamic help establish this imitative interplay and make it clear for the listener,
allowing Holliger to make use of this dynamic as compositional material and create the dramatic arch that
we see.
The two processes described above—the gradual increase of bowing variety and the
manipulation of the imitative interactions of the right-hand parts—create a compelling dramatic arch. At
the beginning of rehearsal A, the constant tremolo establishes a very homogenous texture. As the
different bowing patterns and techniques are introduced, this homogeneity is gradually taken over by
sudden changes in dynamics, articulation, and overall energy. As the music approaches its point of
greatest complexity, A11, the players, who started following the single lead set by the first violin, begin to
break apart. At first, they are divided into two groups following the different bowings of the two violins and,
at A11, they become completely independent of each other, increasing the overall bowing activity
between the four parts and enhancing the impression of chaos. After this culminating point, the
performers begin to reorganize themselves as a unified ensemble. At A13, they recombine into two
groups following two different right-hand staves that eventually coalesce back into a single staff at A16.
As the players’ right hands return to following a single, heterophonic bowing staff, the degree of bowing
activity gradually dies down, and the bow position moves over the bridge and onto the tailpiece, where
bowed sounds become very subtle and can fade away imperceptibly.
While spontaneous decision making and player-to-player interaction have always been important
aspects of musical performance in general and of chamber music in particular, by analyzing Holliger’s
String Quartet in the manner proposed above, we can witness a composer dedicated to bringing these
dynamics into the spotlight. By leaving many structural musical parameters up for the performers to
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improvise and respond to each other without traditional detailed notation, Holliger leaves extra space for
the players to imprint their own musicianship into the musical fabric. Conversely, by treating the normally
implicit “chamberistic” interactions between musicians as compositional material—devising different
variations on how the players respond to each other and combining and recombining them in order to
create a pre-planned dramatic arch—Holliger, in a way, oversteps his role as a composer (something he
does again, in a specially intrusive way, when he seizes control of the string players breathing at the end
of the work) in order to take advantage of the very nature of chamber music itself. Furthermore, in order to
make this kind of writing possible, Holliger draws from his own experience as a performer, anticipating
and working around the practical performative problems that arise. Achieving these interactions with
rhythmically detailed, metered right-hand staves would be impractical considering that the performers
already must follow very complex left-hand staves, therefore he communicates the right-hand parts
through verbal instructions. However, once the improvised right-hand parts become completely
independent and complex enough, it can prove a real challenge for the players to clearly hear each other
and reorganize themselves around one or two leaders, therefore the composer provides non-metered
right-hand staves to facilitate the reunification.
This analysis shows us how all major compositional parameters that guide the opening section
and section A are in one way or another determined by the retuning of the strings, the change in the
bodily state of the instruments that precedes rehearsal B. The opening soundscape is established as an
extreme contrast to the final sounds of the work, produced by exceedingly loose strings. The trajectory of
the pitch content down the range of the instruments not only mimics the overarching direction of the work
as a whole, but the arrival at first position at the end of rehearsal letter A is made necessary by the
retuning process that follows. The intervallic content of these two sections is established in preparation to
the improvisation that makes the first instance of retuning possible. The process of dissociation of the two
hands also serves the purpose of retuning the strings, freeing the right hand to turn the pegs while also
allowing the left hand alone to be clearly heard. All of this takes place before the intonation of a single
string has been changed. The retuning processes spread across Holliger’s String Quartet are so central
to the design of the work that they retroactively inform how the music that precedes them should be
shaped. Holliger seems to make compositional choices based not on abstract musical parameters, but on
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the physical necessities and idiosyncrasies created by the retuning in order not only to make these very
corporeal elements possible, but also to best leverage what they contribute to the artistic meaning of the
work.

First retuning
The retuning process that precedes rehearsal letter B takes place over a “semi-pitched”
percussive texture created by the left-hand improvisation. Through this process, each player retunes
strings II, III, and IV of their instruments—the first strings remain unchanged. In fact, except for the cello
part, which later in the piece asks the performer to lower the first string by a semitone, the first strings of
all instruments remain unchanged throughout the work. Keeping the tension of the first string is made
necessary by the physical construction of the instruments themselves: if all strings of an instrument lose
too much tension, the bridge may fall—a catastrophic enough consequence that Holliger must avoid even
in a work that dramatizes the physical destruction of the instrumentation.
Other contrasting percussive sounds are used to punctuate the retuning of the three strings.
These have a double function: by performing a different, more noticeable sound on their retuned open
string the performers can clearly hear the new pitch that string is tuned to, as well as signal to each other
when to move on to retune the next string.
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Figure 2.25: First retuning, systems A22–A24. Following a set order, players retune one string at a
time while maintaining the constant finger-tapping improvisation with their left hands. The
retuning of each string is punctuated by contrasting percussive sounds (highlighted): one note
for each player at the end of A22, two notes for all players at the end of A23. The third punctuation
occurs at the beginning of B1 (figure 3.3).
At first, viola (va) retunes the second string (II), cello (vc) retunes the third string (III), second
violin (v2) retunes the second string (II), and then first violin (v1) retunes the third string (III), punctuated
by a single snap pizzicato on each retuned open string in the same order. Afterwards, vc retunes II, v2
retunes IV, v1 retunes II, and then va retunes IV, punctuated by two col legno battuto attacks performed
simultaneously by all players on the newly retuned open strings (figure 2.25). Finally, v2 retunes III, va
retunes III, v1 retunes IV, and vc retunes IV, punctuated by three quick pizzicatos on the last retuned
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open strings, once more in the order in which they were retuned (figure 3.3). As we can notice, the
number of percussive attacks after each retuning matches the number of retuned strings in each
instrument: after one string has been retuned, we hear a single attack from each instrument, after two
strings have been retuned, we hear two attacks from all instruments simultaneously, and after three
strings have been retuned, we hear three attacks from each instrument. This last punctuation with three
percussive attacks also acts as the beginning of rehearsal letter B.
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CHAPTER THREE: CONCLUDING THE OPENING ARC

REHEARSAL B

Rehearsal B makes use of the musical materials established by the retuning process at the end
of rehearsal A: the left hands continue the improvised, audible finger-tapping on the fingerboard, and the
right hands make use of other percussive sounds such as the ones introduced as punctuations for the
retuning of each string. The emphasis on the percussive quality of these sounds, despite many of them
also presenting a strong pitch content, is made evident by the disappearance of traditional clefs.
Throughout letter B, only the four spaces between staff lines are used in order to represent which string to
play on.
These right-hand percussive sounds behave as extensions of the continuous left-hand finger
tapping, and range from pitched to pitchless and everywhere in-between: regular pizzicato (pitched), snap
pizzicato (less pitched, more noisy), col legno battuto (striking the strings with the wood of the bow; very
little pitch), pizzicato behind the bridge (less pitched and the resulting pitch is out of both composer’s and
performer’s control), striking the strings with the palm of the hand (very little pitch), and tapping the
sounding body of the instrument with the fingertips (pitchless). This way, the reintroduction of the right
hands adds depth and interest to the percussive soundscape already established at the end of rehearsal
A without disrupting the progression of the sound quality up to this point in the piece.
This section abandons the longer, gradual transformations that defined the previous sections in
favor of a variety of shorter musical structures that develop ideas introduced earlier. The first subsection
is based around the imitation of right-hand activity, the second leaves important structural decisions for
the performers to make, and the third reintroduces a bowed tremolo that becomes increasingly chaotic.

B1 to B3
Rehearsal letter B can be divided into three subsections: from B1 to the beginning of B3, from B3
to B4, and from B5 to B6. The first subsection (figure 3.3) starts with the pizzicatos that also serve to
punctuate the preceding retuning from the end of rehearsal A. These are unique in that they are the only
notes in rehearsal B specifically indicated to be played on open strings—exceptionally, they are given the
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open string symbol “◦” and a sounding pitch indication. Once each player has played three pizzicatos on
their most recently retuned open strings, in the order in which they were retuned, the composer asks that
their left-hand improvisation “should play on the same string as r.h. as much as possible, during r.h.
movement,” meaning that there is no prescribed sounding pitch for the notes that follow. Despite being
written as the beginning of rehearsal B, these three-note pizzicatos are clearly a continuation of the
retuning process at the end of A: they are played on the last retuned open string; they follow the order in
which the players retuned said strings, and there are three attacks—the retuning of the first string was
punctuated by a single-note snap pizzicato gesture, the second by a two-note col legno battuto gesture,
and, now, the third is being punctuated with a three-note pizzicato gesture.

Figure 3.1: Violin 1, system A11. The highlighted figurations are given as examples of complex
rhythms to be performed by the right hand.

Figure 3.2: The eight rhythmic gestures that make up the canon in systems B1–B3.
This three-note gesture is also the beginning of something new. Rehearsal B starts with a canon
of rhythmic gestures lead by the second violin and made possible by the first instance of measured
notation in the piece. The responses to each of the rhythmic gestures performed by the second violin are
exact rhythmic imitations, but the strings on which they should be played, the different percussive sounds
employed, and the dynamics may be different, and these differing parameters do not seem to follow any
clear pattern. Each rhythmic gesture is composed of one to five percussive attacks, in quick succession or
separated by irregularly timed rests. Although these gestures appear here fully notated for the first time,
they are a clear extension of the kind of rhythmic design that have so far dominated the piece: in the
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opening section, notes are beamed together into seemingly random, short groups separated by irregular
rests; in rehearsal A, Holliger asks that the bowed tremolo become increasingly irregular, with longer
bows interspersed among the short ones, creating a similar alternation of random short-long cells. In
system A11, the composer even provides some examples of rhythmic figures for this irregular bowing that
strongly resemble the rhythmic cells we see here. Figure 3.1 shows the examples Holliger provides for
the “complex rhythms” he asks that the players perform as further deformations of the initial tremolo.
Figure 3.2 is a list of the eight rhythmic gestures that make up the canon that opens rehearsal B.

Figure 3.3: Systems B1–B2. Distances between each canonic entrance of a rhythmic gesture are
marked in number of beats. The entrances follow the order: second violin, then viola, then first
violin, then cello. In highlight, the first gesture also serves to punctuate the end of the first
retuning (figure 2.25).
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The order of entrance for the canon is the same as the retuning of the last string at the end of
rehearsal A, reinforcing the interpretation that the first cell is also the last punctuation from the retuning:
second violin, viola, first violin, and cello. The first entrances are separated by 2, 1, and 3 beats,
respectively. With each new rhythmic gesture introduced by the second violin, the time it takes for the
others to follow is reduced by 12.5% (an eighth of the total duration). This way, the second set of
entrances is separated by 1.75, 0.875, and 2.625 beats; the third set of entrances is separated by 1.5,
0.75, and 2.25 beats; the fourth is separated by 1.25, 0.625, and 1.875 beats; the fifth, by 1, 0.5, and 1.5
beats; and the sixth, by 0.75, 0.375, and 1.125 beats. The seventh rhythmic gesture follows the same
order of statements, but the durations that separate them are slightly altered: rather than the expected
0.5, 0.25, and 0.75 beats, we see 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 beats, effectively bringing the second violin and
viola closer together. In the eighth rhythmic gesture, second violin and viola play at the same time,
followed by the first violin 0.375 beats later and the cello 0.375 beats after that. This shortening of the
distances between entrances is also exacerbated by an accelerando from quarter-note equals 60 at the
beginning of the passage to 90 at the end of the eleven measures that comprise the canon. At the end of
this ever-tightening canon, at the beginning of B3 (figure 3.4), we find an almost inevitable unison
between all four players: a pizzicato arpeggio across all four strings, followed by a snap pizzicato on the
fourth.
The rhythmic gestures follow a similar design to what can be observed at the opening of the work,
in which a few notes—in the case of the canon, between one and five—are grouped into fast figurations
separated by rests of varying, irregular lengths, creating a rhythmic tapestry that at points resembles a
Morse code in its unpredictable alternation of short and long durations. Whereas in the opening section
this was achieved by beaming together groups of notes that should be played in quick succession and
leaving the rhythmic minutiae up to the players, the canonic writing of the beginning of rehearsal B
requires metered rhythmic notation. On the other hand, specific pitch notation, which figured prominently
in the opening of the work, is now replaced with only the indication of which string to play on, leaving the
exact resulting pitches to the discretion of the performer’s left-hand improvisation. This difference in
writing style, despite the similarities in musical content, demonstrates how Holliger may choose to exert
more or less control over the different compositional parameters according to the musical context at hand.
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In the opening section, specific pitch writing is more important than metered rhythmic notation for reasons
already discussed but that are worth quickly revisiting: the high pitches that dominate the opening provide
the proper contrast with the ending and having exact control over them allows the composer to plan out a
gradual descent towards what eventually becomes the left-hand improvisation in first position at the end
of rehearsal A; and the rhythmic design is simply based around making these groups of notes that should
be played in quick succession longer and longer until we are left with a constant stream of pitches to be
performed “as fast as possible,” a speed indication that relates to the physical and technical capabilities of
the performing body while accommodating for the natural differences in such capabilities, something that
metered rhythmic notation cannot take into account. At rehearsal letter B, however, the composer has
fully dissociated left and right hands and, while the left hand is left to its continuous improvisation, Holliger
explores some of the musical structures he can create with the right hand alone. Since the right hand
itself has no control over specific pitches, only which strings to play on, the staff is used to indicate
strings, not exact pitches. However, establishing a canon requires precise rhythmic execution, therefore
the composer employs metered notation for the first time in the piece.
The idea of a canon of the right hand also has its roots earlier in the work. Throughout rehearsal
letter A, as the right hand is dissociated from the left, establishing a constant tremolo, the performers are
asked to gradually introduce ad libitum deviations of several kinds to this tremolo. Leaving the details of
such deviations of the right-hand parts up to the performers’ discretion makes it so the clearest means of
direct, deliberate interaction between the four parts is imitation. As we have previously explored, Holliger
manages to create an intricate dramatic arch by asking the players to respond to and to follow each
other’s right-hand movement through imitation in a variety of ways, creating a sort of proto canon of righthand movement. This passage establishes the precedent for the beginning of rehearsal B, when Holliger
presents us with a fully realized right-hand rhythmic canon.

B3 to B4
The second subsection, B3 to B4, is once more notated without meter. It features eight modules
of short passages to be cued by different players, each responsible for cueing two of the eight modules.
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The order in which these modules should be played is determined by the performers, and they should be
separated by rests of varying lengths.

Figure 3.4: Systems B3–B4. The eight modules have been numbered for reference. The beginning
of B3 is the end of the canonic section from figure 3.3.
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Four of the eight modules seem freely composed, including more than one type of percussive
sound and no apparent rigidity to their structural design. These are, in the order in which they appear on
the score, the first, the second, the fourth, and the eighth modules. The first module is notable as the
most homogenous of the four timbre-wise—the first violin plays col legno arpeggios on all four strings,
while the other three play col legno battuto on the fourth string only. The eighth is notable for the extra
degree of freedom it offers the performers—they can play the five rhythmic cells in any order and, despite
the cello cueing this module col legno, the players can choose between col legno or pizzicato. This
module replicates within itself the same freedom of choice the performers are given between the eight
modules, and the rhythmic construction of the cells follows the same basic fast short-long grouping of
notes that we observed in the rhythmic cells from the canon in B1–B3 and which also occurred earlier in
the piece.
The other four modules are much more rigid with their structure and means of sound production.
The third module, cued by the cello, uses only the sound of tapping the wooden body of the instruments
with the fingertips and its structure is a perfectly symmetrical distribution of accelerandos and rallentados
across the four parts (two of the parts mirror the other two); the fifth module, cued by the first violin, uses
pizzicato arpeggios on the three lower strings and presents a similarly symmetrical structure of rall. and
accel.; the sixth, cued by the second violin, uses behind-the-bridge pizzicatos and the order in which the
strings are played is also perfectly symmetrical (IV-III-II-I-II-III-IV for the first violin against I-II-III-IV-III-II-I
for the second, and IV-I-III-II-III-I-IV for the viola against II-III-I-IV-I-III-II for the cello); and the seventh,
cued by the viola, uses only pizzicato and allows the players to choose which of the rhythmic patterns to
play with no structural symmetry.

B5 to B6
The third and final subsection of rehearsal B, B5 and B6, is built around a percussive texture
played col legno battuto that gradually transforms into a col legno tratto (bowing the string with the wood
of the bow), which then accelerates into a tremolo. This bowed tremolo refers back to the constant
tremolo that dominated rehearsal letter A, and hints at its eventual return at the end of rehearsal letter C.
The col legno tratto tremolo, like the tremolo in rehearsal A, is, at first, marked regular (regelmässig) and
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becomes more and more irregular—Holliger writes “convulsive quiver” (krampfartig zittern) as one of the
character indications—until the beginning of rehearsal letter C marked by heavy, bowed and plucked
quadruple stops on the first violin’s part.

Figure 3.5: Systems B5–B6. Featuring the transition from col legno battuto to col legno tratto and
the bowed tremolo becoming more and more irregular and chaotic.
Throughout rehearsal letter B, the left hand is asked to improvise on the same strings that are
played by the through-composed right-hand parts. The one exception can be found in system B5: the
performers are asked to play col legno battuto at varying points of contact along a string, creating a sense
of ascending and descending relative pitch. For this passage, in order not to undermine this effect,
Holliger asks the performers to improvise with their left hands on strings other than whichever their right
hand is playing on.
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Overall, rehearsal B can be understood as a sort of developmental section. It maintains the
overall sonority established at the end of rehearsal A—an improvising left hand tapping on the
fingerboard and an independent right hand producing percussive sounds—and makes use of the same
ideas—imitation of right-hand patterns, leaving choices up to the performers, a rhythmic design based
around grouping the notes into fast, unpredictable cells, gradual changes in playing techniques, and a
bowed tremolo that becomes more and more irregular and chaotic—in order to create new musical
structures.

REHEARSAL C

This section enacts a gradual transformation into a constant stream of notated pitches in the left
hand coupled with a light, constant tremolo in the right hand, recalling the sound material that dominates
rehearsal letter A and wrapping up a narrative arc that reaches back to the opening of the work. The main
parameter that propels the musical progression is the manipulation of the speed—with accelerandos and
ritardandos—of right- and left-hand activity, often superposed in discordant ways.
The first few systems of rehearsal C are discontinuous and fragmentary, structured similarly to
rehearsal B. Starting at C3, we can see right-hand activity coalesce into continuous streams of sounds,
calling back to the constant flux of activity both hands presented in rehearsal A. That earlier soundscape
is then rebuilt starting with the return of notated left-hand parts at the end of C5 and the subsequent
reestablishment of right-hand bowed tremolos throughout the end of the section.

C1 to C5
From C1 to C5 we can still notice a preponderance of percussive techniques that rarely create a
sense of continuity of sound. Besides tapping on the strings, pizzicato chords, and the eventual tapping
on the body of the instruments, bowed sounds are also mixed in, following their reintroduction at the very
end of rehearsal B. These instances of arco playing are still mostly percussive in character: staccato,
accented, overpressure, multiple-stops chords that add to the noisy, dry, percussive musical texture
rather than contrast with it. These bowed chords are also used in alternation with similar, plucked chords,
further emphasizing their percussive nature. Underneath this welter of percussive activity, the left-hands
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continue their improvisation. Only for four seconds, at the beginning of system C2, can we observe a soft,
continuous bowed tremolo, which immediately leads back into the noisy, jerky, percussive musical
texture.

Figure 3.6: Systems C1–C2. In C1, left hand improvisation stays “always completely regular”
underneath the rallentando of the second violin’s, viola’s, and cello’s percussive right hands. C2
begins with a hint at a continuous bowed sound, followed by a passage of even more extreme
percussive sounds.
At C1, the first violin part features a succession of percussive sounds mixed in with the short,
accented, bowed multiple stops as described above. Its lack of clear musical direction contrasts with the
other three performers, who begin by rapidly striking the strings of their instruments with the palm of their
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hands and gradually slow down throughout the system. Underneath this right-hand rallentando, the lefthand improvisation must maintain a regular tempo, creating a juxtaposition of tempo manipulations that is
thematic of this section. C2 begins with a soft bowed tremolo—a hint at what is to come at the end of
rehearsal C—that quickly transitions into another instance of notes beamed together into small groups
separated by irregular rests. This time, however, rather than single notes, Holliger asks for dry,
overpressure bowed and plucked chords, as well as the occasional col legno arpeggio, all marked ffff,
creating a sense of extreme energy, drama, and urgency.
From C3 to C5, the writing for the right hand establishes a constant stream of percussive, mostly
plucked sounds, moving away from the jerky irregularity of the distinct percussive events that made up
most of rehearsal B and the beginning of C and recalling the flowing, continuous succession of notes that
was established in letter A and that has been maintained in the background by the left-hand
improvisation.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
r.h.: even tempo, but differing slightly between V1, V2, Va, Vc.
l.h.: on IV–II strings, extreme changes of tempo (see diagram)
independent of cresc. decresc. of r.h.. Never identical with r.h. tempo.
Figure 3.7: System C3. The right-hand parts (top four staves) maintain a regular tempo, while the
left hands (bottom four staves) vary their tempo according to the relative heights of the irregular
lines.
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At C3, the players sustain a constant tremolo of pizzicato chords in alternating directions.
Although the speed of this tremolo is constant, the first violin is asked to improvise various irregular
dynamic changes with well-defined peaks (the example provided includes arrows at the peaks of the
hairpins). The other players are asked to, as in rehearsal A, imitate and respond to the first violinist’s
dynamics. At the same time, Holliger asks that the performers’ left-hand activity—which has remained
largely unchanged, keeping a regular tempo since rehearsal A—incorporate irregular, independent tempo
changes. These tempo fluctuations are indicated by an irregular line of varying heights—representing the
varying relative speeds of the improvisation—for each left-hand part. All four left-hand parts present a
ritardando down to their lowest speed at the end of the system. Whereas in C1 we had a ritardando of the
right-hand parts over the left hands’ constant tempo, in C3 we have a constant tempo for the right-hand
tremolo while the left-hand improvisations present wide and continuous tempo changes.

Figure 3.8: System C4. Opens with the opposite accelerando and ritardando of left and right
hands, respectively, followed by the pizzicato tremolo on the first violin to be imitated by the other
players.
C4 begins with an accelerando of the left-hand improvisations back into the fastest speed
possible superposed against a ritardando of the chord tremolo of the right-hand parts—now alternating
between bowed and strummed chords. This leads into a passage highly reminiscent of the bowed
tremolos of rehearsal A, when the first violin introduced accents as deformations of the tremolo for the
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other performers to respond to. This time, however, replacing the bowed tremolo is a two-finger pizzicato
tremolo on the two lowest strings, with varying speed and dynamics, and accents are achieved by striking
the strings with the palm of the hand, tapping the sounding body, and snap pizzicatos, all marked
sforzando. As with rehearsal A, second violin, viola, and cello are asked to listen to and respond to the
first violin’s part.

C5 to C11
At the end of C5, the right hand reintroduces longer bowed sounds. At first, however, with a long,
slow, overpressure, molto sul ponticello down-bow, described by the composer as “grating, halting
(rhythm derived from jerky bow movements)”. This overpressure down-bow (represented in the score with
) affords a perfect transition: over a minimum of 30 seconds, the performers should change their bow
pressure and transform from the jerky, irregular rhythms of the overpressure down-bow to a smooth
flautando, sul tasto, pianississimo up-bow at the middle of C7 (figure 3.9). This change in bowing
technique connects the rhythmic irregularity and unpredictability of the percussive sounds that dominated
rehearsal B and the beginning of C to the smoothness of the soft bowed tremolo that was established in
rehearsal A and to which the music is now gradually returning. It is also an interesting use of the
physicality of the instrument and the way it behaves: rhythm, normally a through-composed musical
parameter, is left not even to the whim of the performer but to the physical behavior of the bow when
played with very high bow pressure and low speed. It is a brilliant example of how Holliger makes full use
of different playing techniques and of the ways the instruments respond to them to create his musical
structures.
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Figure 3.9: Systems C5–C7. Features the return of the notated left-hand parts. The jerky, irregular
overpressure downbow at the end of C5 gradually transitions to a flautando upbow in C7
(highlighted).
Together with the return of longer bowing, the end of C5 also ushers in the return of fully notated
left-hand parts, another call back to rehearsal A. At first, when the right hand bows with overpressure, the
performers are asked to play double stops (although only one string at a time features note changes,
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while the other remains open). As the bow pressure decreases to flautando, the pitch notation changes to
a single string. The change in the number of strings on which the performers are asked to play matches
the decrease in intensity of the sound produced by the change in bow pressure, contributing to the
dramatic transformation of the passage’s soundscape. However, as with so many aspects of this work, it
is also dictated by the way the bodies of the instruments respond to the performing techniques being
used. When playing with too much bow pressure, the flexible hair of the bow creates an angle around the
string and is likely to touch other strings as well, meaning that bowing on multiple strings is simply more
likely to happen anyway when using overpressure. By incorporating the double-stops into the writing
itself, Holliger is once again taking advantage of the way the instruments behave as sounding bodies.
Had he asked the performers to play on a single string throughout the whole passage, they would have to
awkwardly work against the nature of their instruments when bowing with overpressure.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
Every player follows change of bow outline in own tempo. As far as
possible, no simultaneous bow changes. So to speak, a bow change
canon—r.h. independent of even [thirty-second notes] of l.h.
Figure 3.10: System C8. We can see the bow changes becoming gradually more numerous as the
“bow change canon” accelerates.
From C8 to C10, Holliger includes an outline staff for bow changes. As with so much of the
composer’s rhythmic design for this piece, this bowing staff is not written precisely, but rather in
proportional notation, and features bow changes separated by varying lengths of time, sometimes
grouped into a succession of a few quick bow changes, occasionally emphasized with accents marked
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“sobbing”. These bow changes become more numerous over time, like a written-out accelerando, until
the right hands return to a constant tremolo at C10. Crucially, Holliger asks that the players follow this
bowing outline in their own individual tempos, avoiding simultaneous bow changes. He calls the intended
result a “bow change canon,” yet another manifestation of the concept of player-to-player imitation that he
explores in a variety of ways throughout the work.

Figure 3.11: Systems C10–C11. The bowed tremolo is established half-way through C10 by
accelerating the bow changes. Left-hand finger pressure begins to decrease at the beginning of
C10 until the fingers stop touching the strings at the end of C11.
As the right-hand parts reestablish a constant tremolo, returning to the soundscape of rehearsal
A, the left-hand parts begin to transition into nothingness. At C10, the performers are asked to begin
gradually reducing their left-hand finger pressure. They start with regular stopped notes at the beginning
of C10, pass through half-harmonics at the middle of the system (represented with half-closed diamond
noteheads), reach harmonics at the beginning of C11, to an even lighter touch at the middle of C11
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(represented with half-diamond noteheads), to off the string at the end of the system, leaving only the soft
sound of the bowed tremolo over the open string, marked pianississimo (the first violin and viola are
asked to continue their left-hand finger tapping under their instrument’s neck and move it onto the
sounding body in preparation for rehearsal D). This finger-pressure transition creates a kind of
decrescendo of the left hand, as the sounds of the fingered notes become harder and harder for the ear
to discriminate, until they are just absent from the musical fabric.
This decrescendo achieved by changing physical aspects of playing technique other than bow
pressure and speed—parameters more traditionally related to dynamic changes—is also a call back to
the end of rehearsal A, although one that points to a different direction. At the end of A, the decrescendo
was established by the right hand gradually changing bow position: starting sul ponticello, moving over
the bridge, then behind the bridge—a high-pitched portion of the transition, equivalent to the harmonics in
C11—, and onto the tailpiece, where it is barely distinguishable and can fade away, leaving only the soft
sounds of the left-hand fingers tapping the fingerboard. Whereas in rehearsal A this decrescendo is
achieved by keeping the left-hand activity unchanged and gradually changing a physical parameter of the
right-hand part that leads to its disappearance from the musical fabric, in rehearsal C the roles are
reversed: the right-hand tremolo remains unchanged, and a physical parameter of the left-hand part is
gradually changed until it is removed from the soundscape. In both passages we have a right-hand
bowed tremolo combined with a left-hand stream of notes, and, in beautiful symmetry, each time a
different hand is left sounding alone.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CHAOS AND A FAILED ATTEMPT AT ORGANIZING THE MUSICAL TEXTURE

REHEARSAL D

Rehearsal D is first and foremost about creating a sense of chaos. It features a complex texture,
one that is very difficult for the listener to make sense of, in which the performing forces seem to have
grown out of control in an exuberant display of energy and of timbral diversity. It works as the culmination
of three aspects that are central to the construction of the piece: independence between left and right
hands, variety of playing techniques, and independence between players. Additionally, we can find the
second instance of retuning spread across this welter of activity and fully incorporated into the musical
fabric as one of the many different playing techniques featured in the section.

Hand independence
Although previous and subsequent sections make use of separate staves for both hands,
rehearsal D is the only section in which each hand gets its own fully notated and detailed staff. In other
sections, at least one of the staves would include more general guidelines, often given in verbal
instructions or in approximate graphical notation. Rehearsal E, as we will see, also features eight-staff
systems, but the right-hand staves only indicate bowing rhythm, which simply appear written above the
main staff in the separate parts. In rehearsal D, however, we see eight fully notated staves with
completely independent material.
Additionally, as independent as the two hands may be in other sections, they are still confined to
their traditional roles—right hand used for bowing or plucking and left hand used for fingering. In
rehearsal D, that is not the case: both hands are given equal access to all parts of the instrument and are
used to interact with the strings or the instrument’s body in equal amounts. This shift is made possible by
asking the performers to hold their instruments differently. All four right-hand parts begin this section with
a bow tremolo on the fourth string, left over from the end of rehearsal C. Throughout D1 and D2, as each
part’s bow tremolo ends, the two violinists and violist are asked to hold their instruments between their
knees. This new symmetrical stance gives both hands equal access to the whole instrument, which frees
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them to play whatever the composer wants, emphasizing hand independence, and makes possible the
extremely wide variety of simultaneous playing techniques that we see in the section.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
hold violin between knees
hold viola between knees immediately
Figure 4.1: Systems D1–D2. All four parts are written across two staves—one for each hand—and
feature a very wide variety of simultaneous playing techniques. The instructions for holding the
instruments between the knees are highlighted.
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Variety of playing techniques and second retuning
Enhanced by the new playing position, rehearsal D features the widest variety of playing
techniques of any section in the work. Additionally, Holliger asks for electronic amplification starting at D,
getting louder until rehearsal E, and then softer once more, ending before rehearsal F. The amplification
helps to bring out the detailed interplay of the many different timbres found in this section.
Besides combinations and slight variations of playing techniques introduced previously in the
piece, the change in playing position allows the composer to introduce a few new ways of interacting with
the instruments:
-

Scraping along the strings with the fingernails (or with a plectrum), as seen in the second violin
part in D1 and in the first violin and cello parts in D2 (figure 4.2).

-

Bowing the side of the bridge, as seen in the first violin part in D4 and in the second violin part in
D5 (figure 4.3).

-

Pressing the bow hair against the side of the instrument with the bow stick and producing
cracking noises by slightly turning the bow to the sides, as seen in the cello part in D6 and in the
first violin part in D7 (figure 4.4).
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Translation of the highlighted text:
Between D and F electrical amplification if possible (translation provided
with the score)
Thumbnail (or plectrum) along the string
Figure 4.2: Systems D1–D2. The indication for the amplification and the instances of scraping the
string with the thumbnail are highlighted.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
bow on side of bridge
Figure 4.3: Systems D4–D5. The instances of bowing on the side of the bridge are highlighted.
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Translation of the highlighted textboxes provided with the score:
apply side of bow to bouts
*) Press bowhair and stick against bouts (frog against players body)
cracking noise by twisting bow slightly: ↫ to left ↬ to right.
Figure 4.4: Systems D6–D7. The instances of the cracking sound produced by twisting the bow
against the side of the instrument are highlighted.
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Amidst this myriad of sounds, timbres, and modes of interacting with the instruments, Holliger
also includes the second retuning of the work. In rehearsal A, Holliger dedicated three systems—A22 to
A24—to the first retuning, creating an out-of-time, fermata-like moment for the players to retune their
strings, with the only distinguishable events being the percussive punctuations after each string is
retuned. Now, in rehearsal D, the second retuning is scattered throughout the section—from D5 do D9—
and incorporated into the musical fabric as one of the many playing techniques found therein, rather than
stopping the musical narrative as in the first retuning. Therefore, working the tuning pegs happens
independently in each part and is combined with other playing techniques, masking the retuning itself, as
shown in the examples below.

Figure 4.5: Violin 1, systems D8–D9. Third and second strings are retuned during a two-finger
pizzicato tremolo. The fourth string is retuned during a series of pizzicato arpeggios in a
rallentando.
Holliger’s preoccupation with the physical construction of the string instruments is made evident
once more in the way he notates the retuning of the strings in this section. Since the instruments are held
vertically between the knees, the tuning pegs are distributed to both sides: the pegs for the two lower
strings on the right side, accessible to the right hand, and the pegs for the two higher strings on the left
side, available to the left hand. In the first violin’s part, at D8, we can see how Holliger asks the player to
pass the pizzicato tremolo from the left to the right hand, facilitating the access to the tuning peg. The
same preoccupation is manifest in the other examples, especially in the cello part (figure 4.8), where the
composer recommends holding the bow with the left hand if tuning with the left hand is impossible.
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Figure 4.6: Violin 2, systems D8–D9. Fourth and third strings are retuned during a pizzicato
tremolo. Second string is retuned during a double-stop pizzicato rallentando.

Figure 4.7: Viola, systems D5–D6. Third and fourth strings are retuned during a pizzicato tremolo.
Second string is retuned during a series of snap pizzicatos in a rallentando.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
**) If tuning with l.h. impossible, hold bow (at tip) in l.h.
Figure 4.8: Violoncello, systems D8–D9. Fourth, third, and second strings are retuned with noisy,
overpressure bow strokes. First string is retuned during a multiple-stop arpeggio.
At the end of rehearsal D, we see the gradual return of two elements that are central to the work
in preparation for the following section. The first of them is the “Morse code” rhythmic cells—groups of
irregular numbers of notes to be played in quick succession separated by uneven rests—that refers back
to the opening of the quartet. It begins with the first violin in system D10, written for the right hand as a
rhythm to be bowed behind the bridge. The other players join the first violin in bowing behind the bridge
throughout D10 and, in D11, they begin a big crescendo, with the rhythmic cells created by the bow
changes becoming more and more dense and gradually crossing over the bridge and arriving at sul
ponticello position at letter E.
The other element returning at the end of rehearsal D is the continuous stream of pitches for the
left hand to tap onto the fingerboard. At D11, all left-hand parts resume the constant fingering of pitches in
rapid succession with a gradual crescendo of finger pressure. It begins imperceptibly, with very little finger
pressure, and transitions into harmonics, then semi-harmonics, then ordinario finger pressure, and
continue in a molto crescendo into audibly tapping onto the fingerboard leading into letter E.
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Figure 4.9: Systems D10–D12. First violin begins to bow the irregular rhythms at D10, followed by
the other three parts, and the bowed rhythms become denser leading up to letter E. The left-hand
parts reintroduce the constant stream of notes at D11 with very little finger pressure, which also
gradually increases until the arrival at letter E.
Player independence
The third aspect central to rehearsal D is the complete independence between players. Whereas
in previous sections the rhythmic notation was often approximate, making precise synchrony between the
parts irrelevant, Holliger always employed certain devices in order to make sure that the ensemble would
advance through the music at similar paces, such as defining the duration of each system in seconds and
asking the players to cue each other at the beginning of each system. At letter D, however, the chaotic
nature of the section is further emphasized by the complete lack of synchrony between parts. At the end
of C11, the first violin should wait until every player has arrived at the tremolo on the open fourth string in
order to cue letter D. From there on, the performers proceed completely indifferent to each other’s playing
until the transition into letter E.
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Translation of the highlighted text:
***) As soon as all are playing on open IV string (trem.) V1 gives sign ↓.
(translation provided with the score)
4 soli, completely independent of each other
Figure 4.10: Systems C11–D1. The first violin cues rehearsal D, then the players proceed
completely independently of each other.
At the end of rehearsal D, Holliger makes use of a series of clever cues in order to reestablish
player synchrony, a central aspect to the construction of rehearsal E. First, the players need to return
their instruments to normal playing position, which first and second violins do at the end of system D9, as
soon as they are done retuning their strings. In D10, after the viola is back to normal playing position, the
second violin cues the ensemble out of a fermata by tapping the body of the violin with their fingertips,
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
turn Va to normal position without interrupting tremolo.
as soon as Va in normal position.
Figure 4.11: Systems D10–D11. Second violin cues the ensemble as soon as the viola is back to
normal playing position, then first violin cues the four-beat measures after the three snap
pizzicatos in the second violin’s part.
marked fortissimo, a very distinguishable sound in the ongoing musical texture. Then, the first violin
listens to the three snap pizzicatos in the second violin’s part and cues the ensemble at D11, which
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features four-beat measures—although not yet in metered notation. The four-beat measures allow the
ensemble to be once again fully synchronized, starting at circa 48 beats per minute, and accelerates into
quarter-note equals 72 and the return of metered notation at rehearsal E.

REHEARSAL E

Rehearsal E sees the return of metered notation, making precise synchrony between the four
right-hand parts possible. The lining up of these parts, following the most unsynchronized section of the
work, seems like a last attempt at organizing the musical texture, at bringing order to chaos. This effort
towards an organized structure is forcefully carried out with very loud dynamics and a high degree of
activity for both hands. It proves fruitless, however, as the ensemble breaks apart yet again and the
overall energy and activity in both hands’ parts gradually fade, leading into yet another instance of
retuning.

Figure 4.12: System D12. At the beginning of rehearsal E, all four right-hand parts have the same
bowing rhythm, in metered notation.
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Figure 4.13: System E1. At the second measure of system E1, the ensemble is split into two
groups with different bowing rhythms: the two violins against viola and cello.
Right hand
The four right-hand parts begin the section playing well-defined rhythmic gestures with Morsecode-like profiles similar to those found earlier in the work, such as in the canon that opens rehearsal B
(figure 3.2), for example. This new-found synchrony is short-lived, however, as, between E1 and E6, the
parts break apart once more. First, at the second bar of E1, the ensemble splits into two groups of bowing
rhythms: the two violins continue together against viola and cello. Next, at the first bar of E4, viola and
cello become independent, each with their own bowing rhythms. Finally, at the first bar of E6, the two
violins also break apart, leaving the ensemble with four independent right-hand parts.
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Figure 4.14: System E4. At the first measure of system E4, viola and cello become independent,
each with their own bowing rhythm.

Figure 4.15: System E6. At the first measure of system E6, the two violins finally break apart,
leaving the ensemble with four individual right-hand parts.
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In conjunction with the decrease in organization, both hands parts’ see a gradual decrease in
activity and overall energy throughout the section. The right-hand parts begin with the indication “ffff
molto sul pont., marcato” and very well-defined rhythmic gestures, perfect for playing in unison. Gradually,
the bowing rhythmic activity becomes more and more imprecise with the inclusion of tremolos,
ritardandos and accelerandos notated with feathered beams, and dynamic swells (which represent an
emphasis on a part of a note or gesture that is naturally imprecise). As the right-hand parts approach the
end of the section, they become less active and generally simpler, with less frequent bow changes, in
preparation for the third retuning that begins in E16.

Figure 4.16: Violin 1, system E1. Bowing activity consists of well-defined, clear rhythmic gestures.

Figure 4.17: Violin 1, systems E5–E6. Right-hand rhythmic activity becomes more imprecise,
including tremolos, accelerandos and ritardandos notated with feathered beams, and dynamic
swells.
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Figure 4.18: Violin 1, systems E14–E16. At the end of the section, in preparation for the third
retuning, right-hand parts become less active and generally simpler, with less frequent bow
changes.
Left hand
At the beginning of rehearsal E, the left-hand parts play the constant stream of pitches, audibly
tapping on the fingerboard, that has been a key component of several other sections of the work. It is
instructed to be played with an irregular tempo, independently from right-hand activity.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
uneven tempo (rubato) independent of bow rhythm
Figure 4.19: Violin 1, system E1. Left hand presents the constant stream of pitches that have been
central to other sections. The instructions ask for the tempo to be irregular and independent of
bowed rhythms.
In system E3, Holliger asks that the tempo of the left-hand parts, still notated without any rhythmic
indication, become “more and more subject to bowing rhythm.” Beginning with system E4, the left-hand
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parts start to feature some rhythmic indications, including rests, accelerandos and ritardandos notated
with feathered beams, and occasional rhythmic gestures. The relationship between right- and left-hand
rhythms is built as a kind of polyphony, sometimes emphasizing each other’s gestures and sometimes
presenting contrasting ideas.

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
tempo changes between [sixteenth notes] and [thirty-second notes],
more and more subject to bowing rhythm.
Figure 4.20: Violin 1, systems E3–E6. Passages of rhythmic coincidence are highlighted in yellow
and passages with contrasting rhythms are highlighted in blue.
Figure 4.20 exemplifies some of these interactions between both hands’ rhythmic profile as seen
in the first violin part. In the first measure of E4, we can see that the right hand accentuates the peak of
the left hand’s accelerando/ritardando figure, followed by synchronized 32nd notes, a common rest, and a
reentrance together at the last 32nd note of the measure (highlighted in yellow). The shared rest followed
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by a synchronized entrance reappears elsewhere, such as in the second measure of E4 and in the third
measure of E5. On the other hand, we can also see passages with contrasting rhythms between the two
hands (highlighted in blue), such as the independent rhythms in the second measure of E4, the third
measure of E4, in which each hand is active when the other is mostly static, or the first measures of E5
and E6, where we see opposing accelerandos/ritardandos between both hands.
As the music approaches the last few systems of rehearsal E, the left-hand parts incorporate
more and more glissandos, often combined with trills in order to maintain a connection to the restless
activity that has dominated the section. These glissandos work to prepare the third retuning, in which the
manipulation of the strings’ intonation is audibly manifest as long pitch slides.

Figure 4.21: Violin 1, systems E14–E17. In highlights, we can see the examples of glissandos,
often combined with trills, that become more and more prominent as the music approaches the
third retuning.
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Third retuning
The third retuning begins with the viola, in system E16, and ends with the cello, in system E20,
just before rehearsal F. Both hands have become less and less active, losing energy in preparation for
the second-to-last retuning. Right-hand parts, which began with precise, aggressive, and deliberate
rhythmic figures, now present more subdued, rather free bow changes, and left-hand parts, which started
as constantly changing, well-defined pitches, have become a series of long slides created by turning the
tuning pegs. Outside of these glissandos, the only other pitch activity present during this retuning is
achieved by occasionally touching other open strings, as seen in the second bar of E18 in the first violin
part. After this retuning, the instruments are left so deformed that the fourth strings of the first violin and
viola reach a full octave below their original intonation, while the same strings of the second violin and
cello are tuned down to a minor seventh below their starting pitch. In E20, we see the end of the
amplification, which started at D1 and became progressively softer since E1, as well as the introduction of
mutes, which will stay on the strings until the end of the work.
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Figure 4.22: Violin 1, systems E17–E20. The third retuning takes the form of long glissandos and,
at E20, we see the end of the amplification and the introduction of the mutes.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESIGNATION IN THE FACE OF THE INEVITABLE

REHEARSAL F

The long glissandos on double stops—established for the retuning at the end of rehearsal E—are
maintained in rehearsal F. By continuing to achieve note changes in this smooth, slow manner, Holliger
sustains a low-energy soundscape that matches the lack of potential energy from the loose strings, which
can no longer respond to fast left-hand figurations. Only occasionally can we observe “sharp”, nonglissando note changes, used as subtle ornamentations. From this subdued texture, both hands’ parts
gradually increase in activity in a final display of energy, a last effort to reintroduce the brilliance that the
overly loose strings can no longer match.

Figure 5.1: Systems F1–F2. Consistent use of double stops and slow glissandos. Occasional
“sharp” note changes (highlighted) used as ornamentation.
Starting at system F13, we can see an increase in left-hand activity. The double stops and the
glissandos remain, and the additional activity is obtained via the reintroduction of varying degrees of
finger pressure. Holliger writes trills between stopped notes and harmonics, accelerandos or rallentandos
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that alternate between semi-harmonics and stopped notes, and other similar gestures. The variation on
this idea that departs the most from the constant, smooth glissandos is the alternation between some
amount of finger pressure and no pressure at all, i.e., open strings, which we begin to see at the end of
F18, in the cello part.

Figure 5.2: System F13. Increase in left-hand activity achieved via alternations of different degrees
of finger pressure.

Figure 5.3: System F19. Tremolos between some amount of finger pressure and open strings (no
finger pressure).
The right-hand parts follow a similar scheme to that of the left hands, beginning with very little
energy and gradually increasing in activity throughout the section. At first, only verbal instructions are
given to guide the bowing patterns. In system F1, players are asked to play sul tasto and to bow
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extremely slowly—Holliger asks for 5 to 12 seconds-long bows. Moreover, ascending and descending
glissandos should be supported by subtle crescendos and decrescendos, varying between ppp and pp.

Translation of the highlighted textbox:
Length of each bow between 5”–12”. Change bow whenever desired, but
never concurrently with other players. (Translation provided with the
score)
Dynamics ppp: small cresc./dim. (ppp–pp) in order to support the
glissandi:  = cresc. /  = dim.
Figure 5.4: System F1. Bowing instructions ask for long, slow bows and soft dynamics.
Similarly to the process of adding complexity to the right-hand parts through verbal guidelines that
took place in rehearsal A, but without the imitative component, Holliger gradually asks for more and more
activity in the right-hand parts. In F4, we see an increase in the dynamic range to ppp–p; in F6, the score
asks for 3 to 12 seconds-long bows, occasional weak accents, and a few short bows; in F8, Holliger asks
for more short bows, fewer long bows, and a dynamic range that goes up to mp; in F9, the score asks for
dynamics gradually more restless and crescendos and diminuendos unequal in length; in F10, bow
lengths of 1 to 8 seconds, successive bows never of equal length, and several irregularly placed accents;
in F11, dynamics more and more restless and ever shorter bows; at the end of F12, bows between half-asecond and eight-seconds-long; in F13, “even more restless dynamics (even where no specific directions
given)”; and finally, at the end of F14, bowing indications become fully notated. From thereon, we see
very active and unpredictable right-hand parts, including bow tremolos, accelerandos and rallentandos,
crescendos and decrescendos, abrupt dynamic changes, and some instances of overpressure, that
match the energy of the left-hand parts until the end of the section.
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Figure 5.5: System F20. Bowings are notated and include tremolos, accelerandos and
rallentandos, abrupt dynamic changes, and some instances of overpressure, matching the
increase in activity in the left-hand parts.
The trajectory of both right- and left-hand parts throughout rehearsal F presents itself as a last
attempt at reintroducing energy, activity, and brightness into a soundscape created by instruments that
were almost completely depleted of it all. It is, however, a failed endeavor and the performing bodies will
resignedly tune down their strings one final time in rehearsal G, draining their remaining potential energy
as they approach the inevitable conclusion to this extreme, deforming process.

REHEARSAL G AND FINAL RETUNING

Rehearsal G features the last instance of retuning in the work. As the strings lose their remaining
tension, Holliger combines their airy, bleached tone with the performers’ breathing sounds, relating the
instruments’ depletion to the players’ exhaustion and presenting the string quartet as a withering body.
Within the first three systems of the section, the increase in activity observed throughout
rehearsal F is abandoned, as the four parts revert to playing only on open strings with little bowing
activity. As the players arrive at the open strings—second and third strings for all parts—they begin the
fourth and final retuning of the work: starting with the second string and ending with the fourth (the third
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string in the cello part remains unchanged), first violin and viola begin retuning in G2, and cello and
second violin begin retuning in G3.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
After “retuning” all bowing movements should be duplicated by
respiration: = inhale, = exhale (if possible, a stethoscope microphone
to amplify breathing sound). Fatigue from unaccustomed lengths of
respiration should manifest itself in the tone (shaky bow; tense, halting
bowing etc.). Breathing sounds should not attract attention, but should
blend fully with instrumental sounds.
always noisy, no tone.





Figure 5.6: Systems G1–G3. All parts move towards playing on open second and third strings
before beginning the final retuning.
The fourth and last retuning takes place once again as a series of glissandos. This time, however,
the distance travelled by the glissandos is larger, so they are longer and with a more pronounced
descending profile than in the third retuning. They are also played with very soft dynamics, slow bows and
low bow pressure, and, per the composer’s instructions, “always noisy, no tone” (this is the translation
provided with the score; the German instruction reads “immer geräuschhaft, kaum Ton,” the second part
of which could be translated as “hardly any pitch”). Once each player begins the fourth retuning, they will
not touch the fingerboard again for the remainder of the work, emphasizing the finality of this last
deformation of the instruments’ construction. Additionally, each string is tuned down to a unison with the
next string, i.e., second string is tuned down to a unison with the third string, which is in turn tuned down
to a unison with the fourth. The fourth string is not tuned down to a target pitch, but to a physical state: it
must reach the lowest possible note without touching the fingerboard. As the strings are retuned, a
breathing-like bowing rhythm begins to emerge in all parts.
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Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
always noisy, no tone
**) During the light up and down bows, let the bow slide back (↑) and
forth (↓) along the string: soft rustling, as if amplifying the breath.
Each player chooses own tempo between  = ca. 52 and 76.
Figure 5.7: Violin 1, systems G2–G8. Final retuning of second, third, and fourth strings.
Emergence of breathing-like bow rhythms (highlighted).
Three sets of verbal instructions are central to understanding the composer’s goal with this final
retuning—and, by extension, with the construction of the work as a whole. The first, is the instruction to
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play with a noisy sound and hardly any pitch, given as the players retune their second strings. The
second instruction bears repeating in full for how important it is:





After “retuning” all bowing movements should be duplicated by
respiration: = inhale, = exhale (if possible, a stethoscope microphone
to amplify breathing sound). Fatigue from unaccustomed lengths of
respiration should manifest itself in the tone (shaky bow; tense, halting
bowing etc.). Breathing sounds should not attract attention, but should
blend fully with instrumental sounds.
The third set of instructions is given as the breathing-like bowing rhythm arises and asks the performers
to also slide their bows back and forth along the strings, creating a “soft rustling” sound, “as if amplifying
the breath”. These instructions make evident the purpose of the whole work: to combine performers and
instruments into a single, exhausted performing body. By repeatedly tuning down the strings, Holliger
leaves the instruments in a heavily drained state: the regularity of the bow friction compromised by the
lack of string tension, the overly loose strings incapable of properly producing pitch, only breath-like
noise, amplified by the varying bow pressure and lengthwise bow movement. Similarly, although more
subtly, the physical demands of this nearly half-an-hour-long piece, which asks the performers to
physically interact with their instruments in a wide variety of ways, with hardly any rests to regain strength,
takes its toll on the performers and, at rehearsal G, constrains their breathing into predefined,
unaccustomed lengths, leading to complete exhaustion. Much like the deformation of the instrument’s
physical state, the exhaustion of the performers and the restraining of their breathing to their bowing
movements have intended consequences in the sound they produce: “shaky bow; tense, halting bowing
etc.” as revealed by the composer himself. By combining the deformed physical state of the instruments
and the drained physiology of the performers, Holliger sets the string quartet as a dying organism, the last
moments of which we will witness in rehearsal H, the coda.
The transition into the coda is built around the rhythm of the performers’ breathing. According to
the instructions to breath in synchrony with bow movements, the performers should adopt different
tempos throughout rehearsal G (see figure 5.7), therefore it is necessary to synchronize the ensemble
once more in order to move into rehearsal H. For such, all parts arrive at the same bowing rhythm: upbow
(breathing in) lasting a dotted half note and down bow (breathing out) a quarter note in length. The first
violin is instructed to maintain the same tempo while the other players gradually assimilate the tempo of
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the first violin. As soon as the four players are breathing in unison, the first violin cues the last section of
the work.

Translation of the highlighted text:
(always the same tempo)
Gradually assimilate tempo of V1 (translation provided with the score)
As soon as everything is synchronized (for only 1 bar), V1 gives sign for
coda. (translation provided with the score)
Figure 5.8: Systems G11–G12. Players synchronize their breathing in preparation for the coda.
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REHEARSAL H

Rehearsal H, marked CODA, effectively stages the death of the string quartet. As the players’
breathing is now associated with their bowing, the final section of Holliger’s String Quartet is written as
breathing rhythms that become increasingly uncomfortable, fragmented, and insufficient, ending in lifeless
silence. This coda begins with the instructions seen in the figure below:

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
All 4 independent of each other—4 different initial tempos (between  ca.
48 and  ca. 60) which decrease constantly to the end (till “as slowly as
possible”). Respiration always parallel to bowing. Tighten throat when
bow pressure is increased. Rests created only by halting of breath and
bow. During rests, leave bow resting on the string and hold breath
(closed throat). Silence therefore created by “no longer being able to
breathe”. Towards the end the rests should become longer (the given
values may be extended).
Dynamics: p–silence. The whole time without tone, just bow noise. When
bow pressure is increased, no distinguishable pitch should result.
↑ ↓ = Only lengthwise bowing over the strings, without the strings
beginning to vibrate. Coinciding to this: ↑ = inhalation, ↓ = exhalation.



Figure 5.9: System H1. Instructions for breathing together with the notated bow markings are
highlighted.
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Through these instructions, Holliger establishes the instruments he is writing for as the performing
bodies on stage, combining the physicality and physiology of the performers and their instruments.
Effectively, the composer makes use of the symbols for bowing notation in order to notate the players’
breathing. In rehearsal H, he goes beyond the simple synchronization of bow and breath as seen in
rehearsal G, and corelates bow pressure with throat tension, defines that the rests should be achieved by
leaving the bow on the strings as well as closing the throat, creating hard stops for both breathing and
bowing, and makes the relationship between silence and an inability to breath explicit, foreshadowing the
end result as the rests become longer and longer before the final silence. In order to facilitate the
comprehension of the score, it is worth remembering that, besides the correlation between up- and downbow with breathing in and out, lengthwise bowing, represented with up and down arrows, also
corresponds to breathing in and out, respectively. Consequently, in rehearsal H, whenever both manners
of bowing are employed at the same time, upbow is combined with up arrows (both corresponding to
breathing in), and downbow is combined with down arrows (both corresponding to breathing out).
The whole section is performed on the two lower strings, always without tone, and there is no
interaction with the fingerboards—only the noisy bowing combined with the slightly amplified breathing.
With the instrumental technique having been broken down throughout the work and now reduced to only
the toneless bowing of the overly loose strings, the writing in rehearsal H focuses on the performers’
breathing. In H1, we can observe somewhat comfortable breathing rhythms, alternating between in and
out with appropriate lengths, similar to the breathing rhythms found at the end of rehearsal G. As the
section progresses, however, these rhythms become increasingly more awkward, with overly long
durations in the same direction, i.e. long passages of only breathing in or out; fragmented breathing, with
short bursts in either direction and rapid alternation between in and out; different degrees of bow pressure
and, correlatedly, throat tension (although the first violin part already makes significant use of
overpressure in H1); and more and longer rests, meaning a breathless, closed throat. Clearly, Holliger
begins by establishing the breathing as an organic, physiological process, only to make it more laborious,
more irregular, sometimes even spasmic, until it ceases completely. The exhaustion in the sound of the
performers breathing should be apparent as such contrived breathing rhythms come at the end of a
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physically demanding, nearly half-an-hour-long piece with practically no rests for any of the parts to
regain their strength.

Figure 5.10: Violin 2, systems H1–H10. Breathing rhythms begin somewhat comfortable, but
become increasingly irregular until the end.
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Two more sets of instructions complete the metaphor proposed by the composer. At rehearsal
H6, Holliger writes:
30″ before each respective double bar, bow head lower and lower, finally
(with last breath) allow instrument to sink and rest on chest, and remain
motionless. Vc: Gradually sink down over instrument. These gestures
should be executed with the greatest discretion, and should blend
naturally with the playing of the instruments. No theatricals!
(Translation provided with the score.)
And, at the end, “When the last player has arrived at the double bar, all 4 continue to remain motionless
(breathing imperceptibly) for an additional 12″, then slowly rouse themselves, stand up and leave the
stage” (translation provided with the score).
To better understand these instructions, we should remember that the players are playing at
different tempos and note that the four parts end at different points: the viola stops at H6, the first violin at
H8, and only the second violin and the cello make it to H9. Therefore, following these instructions, as the
players’ breathing fails them, their physical demeanor also gradually withers, appearing as drained as
they sound. Holliger further instructs the performers to remain motionless, silent, and apparently
breathless for long enough to allow the finality of the work’s allegory to sink in for the audience, before
slowly rising and leaving the stage, crucially, without bowing to the audience. Having not had the chance
to experience this work in a live performance, I cannot tell what kind of applause it would elicit, but I
imagine such a powerful metaphor would keep the audience just as silent until the performers leave the
stage, therefore avoiding any demonstration of liveness until the stage is empty, at which point the
performers could come back and acknowledge the applause with bows in standard concert procedure.
The ending of the work is the result of its processes. Through the deconstruction of string playing
technique, the avoidance of standard, synchronized ensemble practice, the deformation of the
instruments’ physical state, and the exhaustion of the players, Holliger stages the death of the string
quartet, made poignantly organic as we hear the performing bodies’ physiology fail them until they are left
motionless, silent, and lifeless at the end.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

As we arrive at the end of Holliger’s 1973 String Quartet and its coda loaded with themes of
exhaustion—depleted instruments, heavy and insufficient breathing, fragile sounds, bleached timbre—we
can once more look back at the opening musical texture to fully appreciate the trajectory of the work:

Translation of the highlighted text provided with the score:
f staccato sempre / as fast as possible, very restless, irregular intervals
between single notes and groups of notes.
Figure 6.1: Opening system displaying an energic, restless character.
This first introduction of musical ideas emphasizes the qualities that the performing forces will
lose throughout the work. It presents a high degree of activity for both hands, which still work in
conjunction to produce sound as per standard string technique; it displays precise and agile articulation,
in opposition with the irregular friction of the long, barely responsive bow strokes of the coda; it consists of
very high artificial harmonics, maximizing the brilliance that the tensionless strings simply cannot
reproduce. However, this opening also carries the seeds of its undoing. Not only is the general liveliness
of its qualities setup so it can be gradually broken down as the piece progresses, but the “very restless”
character the score demands takes its toll on the performers as it is unyielding throughout the work. This
restlessness is manifest here and elsewhere in the generally fast tempo, the constant activity from both
hands, the attention required to properly respond to other players’ spontaneous actions, the various
physical ways of interacting with the instruments that are used in quick succession, and even the insistent
tuning down of the instruments’ strings, deforming them to the point where they no longer sound as a
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string quartet. It is exhausting for both players and instruments and it creates in the audience the
expectation of whether such relentless character can possibly be sustained to the end.
As we have seen, the characteristics of the opening section are gradually transformed in
preparation for the first retuning. The register is progressively lowered, starting at the top of the
instrument’s range and arriving at first position by the end of rehearsal A; the hands grow more and more
independent, eventually leaving the left hands to sound alone as they tap onto the fingerboards and
freeing the right hands to turn the tuning pegs; physical parameters such as bow position and left-hand
finger pressure change as the sections progress, in order to facilitate the transformation of the
soundscape and as another way of breaking down traditional playing technique; the synchrony and codependence between the players is put into question and explored as compositional material; and the
intervallic content is chosen to accommodate the improvisation of the left hands that becomes such a
major theme in the work’s background.
The first retuning properly sets off the deconstructive trajectory of the work. After the initial
release of string tension, pitch notation becomes mostly imprecise. Precision of pitch was already
precarious, however, as the extremely fast flux of pitches for the left hand seen for the first time in
rehearsal A—and the repetitions and permutations of bracketed passages therein—is unlikely to be
executed precisely in practice. Nevertheless, precise pitch notation takes a back seat, appearing only on
occasion to indicate open strings and eventually returning in the later sections, when the loose strings
start to show difficulty reliably producing the notated pitches.
Rehearsals B and C are built on the percussive soundscape left by the first retuning. They
develop musical ideas from the previous sections—such as imitation between players, choices that are
left for the performers to make, rhythmic organization of notes into irregular, Morse-code-like cells, and
gradual changes in playing technique—into a variety musical structures. Eventually, these forces
coalesce back into the soundscape of rehearsal A: a bowed tremolo for the right hands and a constant
stream of pitches for the left hands. Whereas before the right hands disappeared by moving the bow
position onto the tailpiece, leaving the left hands to sound alone, this time the left-hand finger pressure is
gradually reduced until the right-hand tremolo is left bowing on open strings.
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In rehearsals D and E, we see the culmination of complexity, activity, and overall energy,
emphasized by optional electrical amplification of these two sections. Rehearsal D features the widest
variety of playing techniques in the work, asking the performers to change the way they hold their
instruments to facilitate the execution of these techniques in quick succession and to allow both hands to
access all parts of the instruments. This concentration of numerous modes of sound production, in
combination with extreme degrees of independence between hands and between players, establishes the
section as the most chaotic point in the work, giving the impression that the performing forces have grown
out of control. Within this chaos, however, the second retuning takes place, masked as only one of the
many playing techniques that make up the musical fabric.
This is followed by a forceful attempt at bringing order to the soundscape: rehearsal E begins with
all four right-hand parts in unison, stridently bowing the given rhythms. This forced synchrony is shortlived, however, as this unison gradually breaks apart and we are left again with four independent parts,
which show less and less activity as they approach the third retuning at the end of the section. This
retuning is less energic than the constant, restless left-hand improvisation of the first or the exuberant
cornucopia of sounds of the second. It takes place as a series of glissandos paired with a relatively low
amount of bowing activity and leaves the instruments heavily deformed, some strings reaching a full
octave below their initial standard intonation.
The musical surface of rehearsal F is dominated by the same double-stop glissandos from the
third instance of retuning. Dynamics and the overall level of activity for both hands are very low, since the
loose strings cannot support much more. Throughout the section, we see an increase in energy as both
hands become more active—with more frequent bow changes, accents, and a wider dynamic spectrum
for the right hand, and the reintroduction of different degrees of finger pressure for the left hand—in a final
effort to achieve the brightness and liveliness that the deformed instruments can no longer produce.
As this effort proves fruitless, the performing forces seem to resign themselves to their
unavoidable fate, and the strings are tuned down one last time in rehearsal G. Like the third retuning, the
fourth takes place as a series of glissandos, this time with a slower, clearly descending trajectory. As the
strings lose their remaining tension, the result of the demanding processes that defined Holliger’s String
Quartet begins to emerge: combined with the depleted sound of bowing on tensionless strings, we can
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hear the performers’ own exhausted breathing, demonstrating that this is a work designed to take its toll
on both instruments and performers.
Rehearsal H, the coda, shows us the result of the physical processes that guided the piece.
Drained out of life, this unified performing body sounds fragile and breathes with increasing difficulty as it
approaches the end of the work. In its final moments, the players allow their instruments to sink on their
chest and stay motionless, and apparently breathless, as the audience is confronted with the inevitable
conclusion of a piece that insists on draining every last ounce of energy the performing forces have to
offer.
In the introduction to this dissertation, we began by discussing the challenges posed to musical
analysis by works that explore the individual capabilities of instruments, the unique sounds and playing
techniques that are particular to them. The musical structures that arise from this manner of composition
do not reveal themselves to traditional analytical tools that rely on abstractions, like the organization of
precise pitch and rhythm, to make sense of the musical text.
In fact, a piece of music that makes thorough use of such sounds can become an exploration of
an instrument’s character or, better yet, of the nature of the instrument’s construction and the relationship
between the performer and it. As embodied phenomena, it is necessary to approach these works in an
embodied manner, that is, as acts of performance, and to investigate the layers of meaning that only arise
when the score’s instructions are put to practice by physical performers holding concrete instruments.
My analysis aimed at explaining Holliger’s String Quartet in such a manner. We discussed how
he understands the instruments as physical objects and turns their physicality into compositional material
to be manipulated, we described the transformations of playing technique that gradually break apart the
traditional manner of performing on string instruments, we observed how the composer leverages the
individuality of the performers as creative collaborators who can interact in different ways, and we
witnessed how he brings together the physicality and physiology of the performing forces to stage a dying
organism.
In his String Quartet, Holliger demonstrates an interest in basic, fundamental concepts of musicmaking. Subtleties of harmony and rhythm are largely absent as the composer explores the nature of the
instrumentation and ensemble practice. His compositional materials are the different ways the performers
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can obtain sound from their instruments, even which parts of their instruments they derive sound from,
the string technique itself, emphasizing left and right hands as separate entities, and the interactions
between ensemble members. Despite the complicated surface of his writing, the work is built on simple,
down-to-basics ideas: instead of specific pitch indications, Holliger often tells the players only which string
(or where in the instrument) to play on; rather than precise rhythms, his score is mostly written in a loose
proportional notation, often only telling the players to group notes together into fast figurations and to
separate them with rests of unspecified lengths. Counterpoint is similarly simplified: players either imitate
each other or remain indifferent to what is played around them, their parts either synchronized or
completely independent. It is a work shaped by physical transformations: manipulating the speed of a
right-hand tremolo, the finger pressure of the left hand, the contact point of the bow, the bow pressure,
and, above-all, changing the physical state of the instruments themselves by massively lowering the
tension of their strings.
Holliger’s work is somehow analogous to that of a painter who uses raw materials, paints with
broad strokes, and manipulates his ink through physical processes like dragging, scraping, or dripping, to
create an intricately textured, if not precisely planned, canvas. The beauty of this canvas does not come
from the way it represents something other than itself. Rather, its smears and stains bear witness to the
physicality of its own creation.
In Holliger’s String Quartet, the audience is presented with both process and result. We see and
hear these physical manipulations and how demanding they are on the bodies of performers and
instruments alike. At the end, we are confronted with the outcome: we hear the players’ exhausted
breathing as they try almost in vain to obtain sound from their depleted instruments, in a metaphorical
staged destruction of the string quartet itself.
The questions linger, however. Why death? Or whose death? There are no right or wrong
answers at this point, but the one I have chosen for the moment sees it as a metaphor for live
performance. As this analysis has shown, this is a work about performance, putting it front and center in
its compositional process—and also in its final allegory. By creating a work that, at its core, seeks to
use—and use up—all the possibilities and resources afforded by its performing body, Holliger turns the
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performative act inside out, and shows the audience the draining, depleting side of going onstage and
leaving on it the result of hours upon hours of work. The imagery is inviting to a myriad of readings.
As an extension of this idea, Holliger is essentially presenting the quartet as a living organism.
His writing is very organic: it deals with the organology of the instruments and the physiology of the
players, its textures are chaotic and its gestures unpredictable, and it overflows with diversity from its
many different modes of playing to the high variance afforded by the often-imprecise notation. The
performing figures that the work both expects and presents are not the same idealized performers
assumed by traditional scores or analytical tools, but rather imperfect, varied, real humans in constant
physical transformation. Finally, given the composer’s preference for broad strokes and fundamental
concepts, Holliger asserts the string quartet unequivocally as a living organism by letting it die, the one
inevitability that all living things share.
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